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Abstract
The structure of the power system is undergoing tremendous changes, caused
by regulations, technology innovations but also changing societal anticipations.
Those changes are leading to a more decentralized power system, comprising
a large number of locally dispersed generation units. Additionally to the chal-
lenges related to the large number of units and the dispersed locations, a large
share of generation capacities are based on volatile Renewable Energy Sources
(RESs).
In order to handle the integration of volatile, intermittent generation units,
flexibility is required to provide the balance of load and generation at any time.
The required flexibility can be provided by controllable generation units but
also by controllable loads.
The electrification of the Heating System (HS) is considered as a significant
source for flexibility, due to the high share of primary energy used for space
heating in residential buildings. The combination of so-called electro-thermal
HSs with thermal storage which is rather inexpensive allows to decouple the
operation from the instantaneous thermal demand and thus allows an operation
supporting the elementary balance between load and generation in the electrical
grid.
This thesis investigates first the load shaping capability of clusters of residen-
tial Building Energy Systems (BESs). For this purpose, clusters with different
shares of electro-thermal HSs, here Heat Pump (HP) and Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) systems, have been created and the achievable load shaping capa-
bility by a coordinated operation of the HSs has been investigated. The coor-
dinated operation of the HSs is mimicked by the formulation and execution of
an optimization problem with an according objective. Furthermore, the impact
of discrete modulation levels, which are typical for residential electro-thermal
HSs, on the load shaping performance is analyzed. The results show that in
general clusters of residential BESs can provide significant load shaping per-
formance and especially heterogeneous clusters, comprising a rather balanced
share of CHP and HP systems. Furthermore, the results reveal that already
clusters with less than 50 BES can provide significant load shaping.
However, the coordinated operation of electro-thermal HSs can be achieved
through different approaches and algorithms. Within this thesis, a decentralized
coordination approach is proposed which has several advantages over existing
approaches regarding data privacy, plug and play functionality and reduced
demand for central computing units. The simulation based analysis shows that
the algorithms exhibit a fast convergence and a good scalability.
In order to verify the performance of coordination algorithms within energy
management systems under realistic conditions, the system has to be exposed
to a realistic response of the controlled devices. As the testing of algorithms
within the real world are challenging for several reasons such as applicability,
costs, and repeatability, a simulation platform is required to emulate response
of the controlled system. This thesis presents a co-simulation platform tailored
towards the specific requirements concerning the holistic simulation of city dis-
trict energy systems. The simulation platform, referred to as MESCOS, allows
simulating city district energy systems, comprising dynamic buildings models,
energy supply infrastructure and control and energy management algorithms. In
order to enable the simulation of large city district energy systems comprising
hundreds of BESs, the platform exploits parallel computing features of mod-
ern simulation servers while at the same time reusing existing modeling and
simulation tools.
The modeling and simulation of a sample city district energy system confirms
the necessity for such a simulation platform like MESCOS as well as the perfor-
mance of the decentralized coordination algorithms under realistic conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Transformation of the power system
The power system, the involved players and stakeholders have been facing
significant changes during the last decades, mainly in the developed countries.
The changes were regarding the organizational structure of the major play-
ers, economic competition as well as the deployed technologies. Those changes
were initiated by the on-going market reforms, meaning liberalization, de- and
re-regulation and privatization, in the power industry sector [1, p. 1]. The mo-
tivation for those market reforms was to introduce competition in the power
industry which is crucial to reduce costs and increase efficiency [1, p. 1]. Within
the new competitive framework new players are entering the market and are
competing with the incumbent market players for customers.
Nevertheless, the power industry is still under regulation and influence of gov-
ernmental decisions as the energy supply is an important infrastructure service
[2, p. 13]. The motive for the re-regulation is to correct market failures and
negative externalities like environmental issues and supply security [2, p. 13].
Thus, the political decision-makers have the task to set the framework which
also considers societal aspects.
In several countries, the regulations are in favor of power generators based
on Renewable Energy Sources (RESs). One motive for the support of RESs is
the rising awareness of environmental issues related to fossil fuel based power
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generation and also the skepticism against nuclear power of majorities in some
societies. Another motive for using RESs is the willingness to reduce the depen-
dency from fossil fuels due to the foreseeable scarcity which might lead to rising
prices. Furthermore, some countries have to import fossil fuels which make
them dependent on other countries. Due to these points, several governments
have been supporting the installation of RESs. As example, the development of
RESs in Germany is discussed in Section 1.2, where power generation based on
wind and solar has experienced tremendous growth rates.
Additionally to the installation of RES based generators, cogeneration plants
are seen as an environmentally friendly alternative to traditional power plants.
Due to the joint generation of thermal and electrical power, cogeneration units
reach a high overall efficiency compared to generation of electrical and thermal
power in separate plants. Cogeneration plants are often designed to match the
demand of nearby or onsite thermal loads, while maximizing the electrical power
generation. Thus, in general, cogeneration units have significant lower nominal
electrical power compared to traditional power stations and are geographically
more dispersed. Furthermore, the projection of the longterm market became
more difficult due to the competitive environment. This leads to the situation
where generation units with short construction times and low per unit capital
costs, which are often gas powered stations, are preferable for new constructions
[1, p. 20][3]. Due to technical developments but also the support of regulatory
agencies, cogeneration plants became an attractive option for power generation.
The advent of power generation based on RESs and also cogeneration has an
impact on the power flow as well as on the control structure of the whole power
system [1, p. 5]. As power generators based on RESs, like Photovoltaic (PV)
systems, biomass plants, geothermal plants and to a certain extent wind gen-
erators as well as on-site cogeneration plants are located dispersed, the power
system is changing to a more decentralized system. The former unidirectional
power flow from the large power stations to the loads is changing to a bidirec-
tional power flow due to the dispersed location of the generation units [4, p. 18].
In accordance with the change of the power flow and the integration of numer-
ous distributed generators, the control structure of the power system has to be
adapted in order to incorporate elements of decentralized control structures.
The concept of the future grid which enables the integration of numerous par-
ticipants and a higher efficiency in economic and technical sense while providing
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high reliability is often referred to as smart grid. The European Technology
Platform for Smart Grids defines the smart grid as follows:
An electricity network that can intelligently integrate the actions of
all users connected to it - generators, consumers and those that do
both - in order to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic and se-
cure electricity supplies. A smart grid employs innovative products
and services together with intelligent monitoring, control, communi-
cation, and self-healing technologies [5, FAQ 12].
In order to enable the anticipated capabilities of the future grid, a tight in-
tegration of information, communication and power technology is necessary.
Based on those technologies the future grid will be able to provide extensive
measurement and monitoring capabilities which enables efficient control and
energy management systems.
1.2 Development of Renewable Energy Sources
As mentioned in the previous section, governments of different countries or
institutions have defined plans, road maps and regulations to support the devel-
opment of a more sustainable energy supply system. For example, the European
Union (EU) has defined in 2007 the so called 20-20-20 targets aiming to reduce
the emission of greenhouse gases by 20% compared to 1990 and covering 20%
of the energy consumption in the EU by RESs by the year 2020 [6].
Various countries have developed separately plans to transform their energy
system. One of the leading countries regarding the installation of generators
based on wind power and cogeneration units is Denmark. Denmark pursues the
goal to establish a fossil fuel free energy and transport sector by 2050 and use
only RESs [7].
Another country with ambitious plans regarding the transformation of its
energy system is Germany. The german government plans to reduce the de-
pendency on fossil fuels by increasing the generation capacity based on RESs,
increasing energy efficiency as well as extending the cogeneration. Germany’s
goal is to reduce CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050 [9]. The goal seems even more
ambitious as all nuclear power stations will be shut down; the last one by 2022.
This plan is widely known as “Energiewende” since 2011, although the term has
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Figure 1.1: Development of installed capacity of generators based on wind, solar
and biomass from 1990 to 2013 in Germany, Data source: [8]
been defined already in the 1970s. Furthermore, the installation of wind powered
generators has been promoted before and gained significant upturn during the
1990s due to several new regulations in favor of RESs. The growth rate of PV
generators increased significantly after a new legislation in the year 2004 known
as Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG). Since 2012 the installation of new PV
system has slowed down after significant reductions of the guaranteed feed-in
tariffs. The development of the installed capacity of RES based generators in
Germany is shown in Figure 1.1.
In the end of 2013, the installed generator capacity based on wind, solar and
biomass reached 78 GW out of 183 GW of totally installed generator capacity
[8][11].
The majority of PV systems are small scale system with a peak power of less
than 10 kWp according to installation reports by Bundesnetzagentur [10] for the
years 2011 to 2013 and depicted in Figure 1.2. The majority of PV systems is
installed on top of roofs of residential, industrial, commercial or farm buildings.
This means, that PV systems are naturally highly distributed but also close to
potential loads, neglecting the free field plants.
The reported numbers are quite significant for the case studies in this thesis,
given that the focus of the analyses will be on Germany.
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Figure 1.2: Histogram of installed PV systems over capacity of installed PV
systems, Data source: [10]
1.3 Systems with high penetration of Renewable
Energy Sources: challenges and solutions
The transformation of the power system from a system with large generators
towards a system with a large number of small, RES based generators, induces
challenges in the operation of the system. In the electrical power system, the
load and the generation have to be balanced at any time. In the traditional
power system, comprising large number of loads but a rather small number of
generation units, the balance is obtained by the controllable generation units.
In a power system with high penetration of generators based on RESs, the
controllability of the overall generation side decreases, as the power output of
those generators strongly depends on environmental conditions. In general, the
generators based on wind and solar power are operating at maximum available
power as the RESs are available for free and should be maximally exploited.
Thus, the only option to control a generator based on RESs is to throttle the
power output or to shut it down completely.
Alternative solutions to obtain the balance of load and generation, are the
usage of energy storage systems, flexibly controllable generation units as backup
generators as well as Demand Side Management (DSM) mechanisms, or more
specifically Demand Response (DR) mechanisms.
Available large scale energy storage systems are often implemented as pumped
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hydro power stations. However, specific geographical requirements have to be
fulfilled for pumped hydro power stations. Furthermore, societal concerns re-
garding the hydro station self and the required transmission capacities connect-
ing the hydro power station have to be considered. Small scale energy storage
systems like battery storage systems could be installed close to the generators
or loads. For example, a battery system could be installed directly on premises
in combination with PV systems. In general, those battery systems are still
rather expensive but could become financially more attractive in the future due
to decreasing costs.
Also flexible and controllable generation capacities can serve as backup sys-
tems and can be used for balancing load and generation. Such units have to be
able to generate sufficient power during time periods of low availability of RESs.
Furthermore, those units have to be able to ramp up and down sufficiently fast
to compensate short term deviations. However, with growing penetration of
generators based on RESs, the run times of those backup generation units will
decrease but the non-fuel operations and maintenance costs have to be covered
by the reduced amount of sold units of energy. Thus, keeping backup generation
units available is becoming more and more expensive.
Despite providing flexibility at the generation side or through storage sys-
tems, flexibility can also be provided by the demand side. The flexibility at the
demand side can be exploited through the so-called DR programs. DR measures
represent a subset of DSM measures as defined by Palensky et. al [12]. More
specifically, DR is defined by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission as:
Changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal
consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of elec-
tricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower
electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when sys-
tem reliability is jeopardized. [13]
Here, the utility sends a signal to a controller which can adjust the power
consumption of a load. In this way the utility can shift the demand to times
of high availability of RESs. DR mechanisms offer already a certain potential
and are already applied in suitable industrial processes. However, the potential
will be increased due to the further electrification as well as interconnection
of different domains of energy supply, e.g. natural gas, thermal and electrical.
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Further electrification is expected to happen in the transport sector through
electric vehicles, as well as in the heating sector, e.g. through the installation
of Heat Pumps (HPs), which will enable interaction of different domains. How-
ever, the exploitation of the demand side requires a control and communication
infrastructure which is capable to coordinate the behavior of a large number of
entities.
The future power system is anticipated to be a system with a large share of
RESs and comprehending storage systems at different levels, flexible generators
as well as extensive involvement of the demand side. All the mentioned solutions
will have to integrate seamlessly into the future power system.
This thesis focuses on the coordination of small-scale electrical loads and gen-
erators as source of flexibility. More specifically, the scenarios used for demon-
stration focus on electro-thermal Heating Systems (HSs) at residential buildings.
Electro-thermal HSs refer to systems that provide thermal power while at the
same time act as an electrical generator or load [14]. HP systems are an example
of electro-thermal HSs which act as electrical loads, while co-generation systems,
referred to as Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems in the remainder of this
work, are examples of electro-thermal HSs serving as an electrical generator.
1.4 Electro-thermal Heating Systems as source for
flexibility
As introduced in Section 1.3 the future power system comprehending sig-
nificant shares of RES based generation units, requires operational flexibility
provided by generation units, storage systems and a flexible demand side which
can be provided by different measures.
Regarding the primary energy consumption in Germany, 28.5% is used for
space heating. Furthermore, almost 68.5% of this energy is used for space heat-
ing in residential buildings (Figure 1.3). This shows that space heating, which
is mainly provided by classical gas and oil fired heaters, offers a great potential
for the installation of electro-thermal HSs. Apart from an higher fuel efficiency,
those systems in combination with thermal storage can provide flexibility for the
electrical power system. Although new buildings are constructed under mod-
ern energy standards and old buildings are refurbished, the thermal demand
for space heating will drop only slowly over the coming decades. For Germany,
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[15] shows that the average specific thermal demand will drop from 168 kwh/m2 a
in the year 2010 to 126 kwh/m2 a in the year 2030 assuming a refurbishment
rate of 2% and a construction rate of 0.1%. Thus, also in the future the ther-
mal demand could provide significant amount of flexibility in combination with
electro-thermal HSs and thermal storage.
Overall - 8998.0 PJ
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21.4%
0.4%
1.8%
37.0%
2.3%
3.4%
Residential - 2431.5 PJ
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ICT
Lighting
Figure 1.3: Primary energy consumption for different application for whole Ger-
many (Overall) and residential sector, Data source: [16]
In general, the installation of CHP systems is favored and supported by gov-
ernments as mentioned in Section 1.1 as those systems have a high overall fuel
efficiency. This high efficiency is achieved by jointly generating electrical and
thermal power and supplying the thermal power to nearby loads. As trans-
portation of thermal energy comes with high losses, the dimensioning of the
CHP system matches in general the nearby thermal demand.
CHP systems can be operated heat-driven or electricity-driven. Heat-driven
operation means that the units are operated following the demand of the thermal
load and generating electrical power just as a by-product. In electricity-driven
operation the focus is on the electrical demand or electrical grid side.
In general, the operational flexibility of CHP systems can be increased by the
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installation of storage systems which decouples the operation of the CHP unit
from the instantaneous demands. Mostly, thermal storage systems are installed
as they are cheaper than electrical storage systems as analyzed by Wolisz et al.
[17]. The thermal storage allows scheduling the operation in order to correlate
with the electrical demand or demands of the electrical grid. The works [18]
and [19] demonstrate that CHPs systems in combination with sufficient thermal
storage can provide flexible generation which is needed to balance the generation
by volatile electrical generators based on RESs. Thus, CHP systems can provide
flexible generation while regarding the operational constraints induced by the
thermal load.
Another type of electro-thermal HSs which can provide, in combination with
a thermal storage, flexibility to the electrical grid, are electrical HPs. A heating
system comprising a HP extracts thermal energy from the environment, e.g.
ground or air, and transfers it to a higher temperature level. According to the
german heat pump association (BWP), HPs using the ambient air have the
highest market share which is almost 70% [20][21]. Despite the in general lower
performance of this so-called air-to-water HPs in comparison to ground source
HPs, the simpler installation process and the lower cost make them attractive.
In the context of residential buildings, HPs are often powered by electrical en-
ergy. Thus, the installation of a thermal storage can again decouple the thermal
demand from the operation of the HP. As a HP, in contrast to a CHP unit,
acts as an electrical load, it can be used for DR mechanisms. That means, that
the operation can be scheduled according to the needs of the electrical grid.
The works of [22] and [23] demonstrate that the installation of HP systems can
support the integration of generators based on RESs.
According to [22] it can be stated that the deployment of CHP and HP systems
can provide flexibility to improve the integration of generators based on RESs.
However, the operation of those systems has to be coordinated in order to exploit
the flexibility provided by the thermal storage the most.
1.5 Structure of coordination system for Distributed
Energy Resources
As described in the previous sections, the future power system will comprise a
large number of small scale and distributed generators. Furthermore, the future
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power system might comprise a large number of flexible and as well distributed
loads which can be used for DR. A combined vision brings to the creation of
a more decentralized energy system characterized by a large number of flexible
entities, loads or generators. In the remainder of this thesis, the term Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs) is used to refer to small-scale generators, like CHP
or PV systems, as well as flexible loads, e.g. HPs, as introduced by Kok and
Rahimi [24, p. 6][25].
In order to establish a power system which enables the integration of a large
number of DERs, a scalable and secure control and energy management system
has to be implemented.
Considering the number of PV systems installed in Germany, the anticipated
installation of CHP systems and the flexible loads like HPs and electric vehicles,
the envisioned energy management system has to be capable to monitor and
control millions of individual entities. Besides, the pure integration of millions
of entities, the system has also to be able to perform coordination algorithms
in a way that local objectives and constraints of the involved entities, which
might be even sometimes contradictory to the global ones, are considered. An
example of local objectives is the minimization of costs while an example of a
global objective might be electrical grid efficiency or stability. Furthermore, local
conditions of the environment of individual entities have to be considered and
anticipated. The control system should support a plug and play style integration
of new participating entities or new technologies without the need of expensive
steps for system integration.
As mentioned, the control and energy management system has also to be de-
signed to guarantee a secure and reliable operation. Thus, the system has to
provide self-healing and self-protecting mechanisms as described in [26]. Fur-
thermore, the system design has to consider data privacy aspects regarding
the participants in the power systems. This could affect companies provid-
ing flexibility by dynamically adapting their processes while keeping details of
the process confidential. Also private home owners might want to keep cer-
tain information regarding their energy consumption confidentially given that
an extraction of patterns of their daily life could be otherwise performed. For
example the information serving as input for the operation schedule of a HP,
can be used to determine the presence times of the resident.
Anticipating the decentralization of the power system as described above,
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it seems favorable that also the structure of the control system and Energy
Management System (EMS) should follow the decentralization of the physical
structure of the power system. The degree of possible decentralization varies
a lot ranging from rather hierarchical system structures to fully decentralized
systems.
The implementation of such a decentralized and distributed control system
could follow the paradigm of Multiagent System (MAS) as described by McArthur
et al. [27]. Agents represent the individual DER entities in a virtual environment
or overlay network [28]. The agents would perform negotiations that results in
a good overall solution while satisfying the local constraints. This way the de-
tailed constraints and objectives of the individual entity are encapsulated in
the bids of an agent which enables a better handling of the complexity of the
system.
1.6 Contribution of thesis
The main theme of this thesis is concerning with the flexibility provided by
electro-thermal HSs of residential buildings in the context of city district energy
systems. In combination with thermal storage systems, electro-thermal HSs
can be operated to a certain extent independently of the instantaneous thermal
demand. This allows for shifting the time of operation of electro-thermal HSs
to times which are more suitable from the point of view of the electrical grid.
Thus, the thesis investigates first the load shaping capabilities which can be
provided by a coordinated operation of electro-thermal HSs in city districts.
Second, decentralized coordination algorithms are introduced which are able to
steer the electro-thermal HSs without the involvement of central decision enti-
ties. The performance of the algorithms is analyzed under various scenarios and
compared to a central coordination algorithm. Third, the thesis introduces a
novel simulation platform which allows performing holistic analyses of city dis-
trict energy systems and testing of energy management algorithms and system
under realistic conditions.
In detail, the thesis provides the following contributions:
• Empirical proof that the coordinated operation of diverse electro-
thermal HSs of residential buildings at local cluster level releases
synergies in respect of load shaping capabilities. More specifically:
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– The impact of the share of different electro-thermal HSs within a
cluster on the load shaping capability is investigated. It has been
shown that heterogeneous clusters regarding their HSs exhibit better
load shaping capabilities than homogeneous clusters.
– The impact of discrete modulation levels of the electro-thermal HSs
on the load shaping capability is analyzed by using Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP).
– It is demonstrated that already cluster sizes of less than 50 BESs
can provide significant load shaping and contribute to balance local
power flows.
• Proposal and demonstration of a concept for decentralized co-
ordination algorithms considering user and system level opti-
mization while providing a high degree of data privacy. The
concepts have the following novelties in respect of existing solutions:
– The proposed two level coordination procedure combines user level
and system level optimization. Especially the user level optimization
might help to gain a wide user acceptance in order to participate in
DR programs.
– The proposed algorithms can be implemented in a fully decentralized
way thus avoiding the installation of expensive central computing
hardware.
– The decentralized algorithms inherently provide a high degree of data
privacy as no data has to be transmitted to and processed at central
computing units.
• Development of a novel co-simulation platform for holistic analy-
ses of city district energy systems including energy supply infras-
tructure, building structure and internal energy supply systems
as well as application and system level control algorithms. In ad-
dition to the platform itself, the developed simulation platform comprises
the following novelties:
– The developed Parallel Execution Framework (PEF) enables the ef-
ficient, parallel execution of building models developed within com-
monly used Modelica simulation tools.
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– Applying and demonstrating the concept of co-simulation in the field
of city district energy systems which allows the integration of off-the-
shelf simulation tools and libraries.
1.7 Outline of the thesis
This thesis has been structured the following way: Chapter 2 focuses on
the load shaping capability of clusters of residential BESs. Furthermore, this
chapter introduces the underlying optimization models. First, the analysis is
carried out under a linear formulation of the optimization problem. Later on,
the revealed results are verified by the comparison to results resulting from MIP
formulations.
Chapter 3 introduces the decentralized coordination concept. First, the gen-
eral concept is introduced while later concrete implementations of two algo-
rithms are presented. The performance of the two algorithms is assessed and
compared to a central computed solution.
Chapter 4 introduces MESCOS, a novel simulation platform for city district
energy systems. First, the requirements concerning the holistic simulation of
city district energy systems are analyzed. Second, following the review of the
related work, the approach and the design choices for the simulation platform
are presented. Third, the implementation of the simulation platform is described
in detail. Finally, the platform integration is described followed by the analysis
of the conformance of the platform to the derived requirements.
In Chapter 5, the load shaping capability of a sample city district energy
system is assessed. Thus, the modeling of the city district energy system is de-
scribed with the focus on the modeling of the electrical demand of the individual
BESs.
The conclusion and outlook on future works is given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Load Shaping Capability of
Aggregations of Residential
Buildings
This chapter presents an analysis of the load shaping potential of electro-
thermal HSs within residential buildings. The load shaping potential of electro-
thermal HSs arises from the utilization of operational flexibility via a controlled
operation. The operational flexibility originates from the installation of thermal
storage systems which enables the electro-thermal HS to deviate its actual ther-
mal power generation from the actual demand. The resulting misbalance of the
thermal power flow has to be compensated by the thermal storage. Here, flexi-
bility is defined as the potential adjustment of the amplitude and/or generation
time of thermal power while still satisfying the thermal demand.
The available flexibility can be exploited by control and coordination actions
on the electro-thermal HS of a cluster of buildings in order to achieve a desired
load or generation curve. The extent to which the objective, here desired elec-
trical load or generation curve, has been reached is referred to as load shaping
capability in the remainder of this thesis. Load shaping refers to the shaping of
the workload or utilization of the electrical network and thus to both electrical
load and generation shaping.
This chapter provides the groundwork for the development of coordination
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algorithms as it provides general analyses of the load shaping capability which
can be provided by electro-thermal HSs within a cluster of residential buildings.
Furthermore, parameters related to the energy management system and their
impact on the load shaping capability are investigated.
The original load or generation curves which are aimed to be influenced and
reshaped by the mentioned control and coordination actions are referred to as
fluctuations. The fluctuations results from the aggregated load of the BESs
within the cluster as well as power generation based on intermittent RESs.
The focus of the analyses in this chapter is on the impact of the following
factors on the load shaping capability:
• Ratio of HP to CHP systems within a cluster
• Impact of operation planning horizon (here: 24 to 48 hours)
• Time discretization used within the optimization algorithms
• Absolute number of flexible entities within a cluster
2.1 Introduction to flexibility resources in residential
buildings
As outlined in the introduction, buildings in general are responsible for a
significant share of the primary energy consumption where a large share is used
for space heating. The installation of electro-thermal HSs in combination with
thermal storage provides operational flexibility which can be used for shaping the
electrical power demand according to defined objectives. This can be achieved
as the operation of the HSs is decoupled from the instant thermal demand by
using a thermal storage. Thus, the HSs can be operated in a way that it is
beneficial for the electrical side.
Thermal storage can be provided by the installation of simple buffer tanks or
by more sophisticated storage systems like phase change materials but also by
the thermal inertia of the building mass itself. However, as the details of the
storage technologies are not in the scope of this thesis, it is assumed that the
thermal storage capacity is provided by a buffer tank.
The scope of the analyses presented in this chapter is to provide an assess-
ment of the capability of an aggregation of residential buildings to compensate
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power fluctuations. The aggregation of buildings is referred to as cluster in
the remainder of this work. The capability of a cluster to compensate power
fluctuations arises form the cluster members, here residential buildings, which
are equipped with electro-thermal heating and thermal storage systems. In the
remainder of this work, the term BES is used to refer to buildings comprising
a HS and other energy conversion related installations like e.g. PV systems. A
cluster might comprise BESs with an electro-thermal HS as well as BESs with-
out electro-thermal HS which have any flexibility and controllability usable for
the electrical grid side but still have a certain electrical power demand, thus,
contributing to imbalances in the electrical grid. A BES within a cluster is
referred to as cluster member.
Obviously, a cluster containing only BESs which can provide flexibility will
achieve a better compensation performance than a cluster with rather plain resi-
dential buildings. However, the results show that already a certain share of BESs
with an electro-thermal HS in the whole cluster can achieve a compensation of
power fluctuations and thus compensate other non flexible BESs. Furthermore,
a cluster comprising both HP and CHP systems provides better load shaping
performance compared to clusters with electro-thermal HSs of only one kind.
The thermal storage capacity has also a strong impact on the performance.
Analyzing the data sheets of available electro-thermal HSs reveals that those
systems have a limited capability to modulate their operation level. For exam-
ple, some CHP or HP systems can operate only at full power or are switched
off. As a result, the induced power fluctuations due to an individual electro-
thermal HSs are rather large compared to the average power fluctuations of a
residential building due to typical residential electrical loads. Thus, a cluster
has to comprise a certain minimum number of electro-thermal HSs in order to
be capable to compensate power fluctuations. In general, a larger number of
electro-thermal HSs levels out the effects of the discrete modulation levels of the
individual HSs.
However, a larger number of electro-thermal HSs in a cluster will lead to
an increased coordination effort among the systems in the cluster whether a
centralized or decentralized coordination approach is used. For example, the
computation effort for centrally solving the optimization problem to determine
operation schedules for the cluster members increases exponentially with grow-
ing number of members. In a decentralized coordination approach, where the
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solution is found in general through negotiation among the members, the number
of exchanged messages and thus the communication effort will increase signifi-
cantly.
Thus, the goal is to have clusters which are as small as possible but large
enough in order to aggregate sufficient flexibility. The here executed analysis
provides information regarding the number of buildings and BESs which should
be aggregated in order to be capable to compensate power fluctuations.
2.2 System description and modeling approach
This section introduces the system models which are used in the analysis pre-
sented in Section 2.4. In general, the BES is defined here as a system comprising
a HS, a thermal demand and an electrical demand as shown schematically in
Figure 2.1. The HS itself consists at least of a primary heater but can also
comprise an optional secondary heater and a thermal storage. Primary and sec-
ondary heater can be powered by gas or electricity. The analysis of the flexibility
of a cluster comprising BESs with CHP and HP systems, requires models of the
systems as well as input data describing the thermal and electrical demand.
In general, the nominal power of the primary heater can be configured as a
monovalent or bivalent system. In a monovalent system, the primary heater
has to cover the thermal demand of the BES at any time during the year. In
a bivalent system the primary heater is configured such that it can only supply
a certain share of the thermal demand within year and the remaining demand
is covered by a backup or secondary heater. In this case, the nominal thermal
power of the primary heater can be significantly lower than the peak demand
during the year but still covers a large share of the annual thermal demand.
The nominal thermal power of the secondary heater is the difference between
peak thermal demand and nominal thermal power of the primary heater. The
secondary heater is only used during times of peak thermal demand. Details
regarding the modeling of electro-thermal HSs are provided in the following
sections.
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Figure 2.1: Generic schematic of a BES
2.2.1 Dimensioning of thermal storage capacity
The flexibility of an electro-thermal HS is strongly dependent on the avail-
able thermal storage capacity. Thus, the thermal storage capacity is used as a
parameter in the analyses described in Section 2.4 in order to investigate the
dependency. As the flexibility which can be provided by a thermal storage is
related to the nominal thermal power output of the HS, a relative measure has
been introduced. The storage capacity is described in relation to the thermal
energy which can be generated by the primary heater at nominal power within
one hour. It is referred to as Relative Storage Capacity (RSC) according to
Vandewalle et al. [19]. A value of 3.0 for the RSC means that the thermal
storage can absorb the energy generated by the primary heater within 3 hours
operation at nominal power.
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2.2.2 Modeling and dimensioning of HP systems
2.2.2.1 Modeling of Coefficient Of Performance (COP)
The two most common HP systems are ground source and air-to-water HPs.
However, according to the german heat pump association (BWP) [20], air-to-
water HPs have a market share of almost 70% as introduced in Section 1.4.
Thus, the focus in this thesis is on the application of air-to-water HP system
which is referred to as HP in the remainder of this work.
One of the main characteristics of a HP system is the COP which describes
the relation between input of electrical power and output of thermal power.
In general, the COP depends on the actual temperature difference between
source and sink temperature. Here, assuming an air-to-water HP, the source
temperature is the actual ambient temperature and the sink temperature is the
actual temperature of the storage tank. The minimum storage tank temperature
itself has a certain relation with the actual ambient temperature, as in cases of
lower ambient temperature, the flow temperature of the HS has to be higher
in order to provide the actual thermal demand of the building to the radiators.
Thus, the COP is strongly dependent on the actual weather conditions. As this
relation has a significant impact on the simulation results, it has to be considered
in the model which represents the HP system. In order to consider this relation,
the approach presented by Scha¨fer et al. has been applied [29].
According to Scha¨fer the RelativeCOP can be calculated for a specific op-
erating point of the HP by Equation 2.1. The values for the specific operating
point can be taken from data sheets of HPs. The actual COP depending on
the actual source and sink temperature can then be calculated according to
Equation 2.2.
RelativeCOPOP = COPOP · Temp
OP
sink − TempOPsource
TempOPsink
(2.1)
COP (t) = RelativeCOPOP · Tempsink(t)
Tempsink(t)− Tempsource(t) (2.2)
In addition to the approach presented by Scha¨efer, also a dynamic sink tem-
perature has been considered. Thus, the sink temperature has to be calculated
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Figure 2.2: Dynamic COP of an air-to-water HP based on weather data from
Section 2.2.4
in dependence of the ambient temperature. Here, the minimum sink tempera-
ture has been calculated according to [30].
The data sheet providing the actual HP characteristics is provided by [31, p. 1]
and the operating point A2W55 has been used for the calculation of the Relative
COP according to Equation 2.1.
The resulting COP curve for the example here is depicted in Figure 2.2.
The weather data which has been used as input is described in Section 2.2.4.
The maximum COP has been limited here to the value 5.33 which has been
mentioned as maximum value in the data sheet.
2.2.2.2 Dimensioning of HP system
The dimensioning of the nominal power of the HP can be done for a mono-
valent system and for a bivalent system. In case of the monovalent system,
the nominal power of the HP has to cover the maximum thermal demand of
the building during the year. Whereas, in case of a bivalent system, several ap-
proaches regarding the dimensioning can be followed as described in [32, pp. 2-3].
Here, the HP systems have been dimensioned for a bivalent, parallel operation
with respect to a bivalent temperature of -5°C. That means, that if the temper-
ature drops below -5°C, the secondary heater will support the primary heater,
here HP.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of HS comprising a HP as primary heater, a secondary
heater and a thermal storage
The schematic of the HS with a HP as primary heater is shown in Figure
2.3. Besides the HP as primary heater, an electrical secondary heater can be
installed as backup heater. The thermal storage enables a flexible operation of
the HP due to the thermal decoupling.
2.2.3 Modeling of CHP systems
A schematic of the model of the CHP system is shown in Figure 2.4. Also the
heating system comprising a CHP can be designed as monovalent or bivalent
system. As monovalent system, the CHP has to be able to cover the whole
thermal demand during a year. However, in reality the CHP is often combined
with a secondary heater in order to increase the operation times at rated power
and the remaining thermal demand is covered by a secondary heater. Here, the
CHP and the backup heater use natural gas as fuel while the CHP supplies the
generated electricity to the grid. The rated power of the CHP in a bivalent setup
has been defined according to the maximum rectangle method as introduced in
[33].
In the case of the here applied thermal demand time series the rated thermal
power of the CHP is 25.6% of the peak thermal demand power and the thermal
demand which can be covered by the CHP is 71.7% of the annual thermal
demand.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of HS comprising a CHP as primary heater, a secondary
heater and a thermal storage
2.2.4 Input data regarding electrical and thermal demand of
buildings
In order to analyze the load shaping capability of residential BESs by a coordi-
nated operation of their electro-thermal HSs, the thermal and electrical demand
of the corresponding buildings has to be available as a time series.
The thermal demand of the BESs is represented by time series with an hourly
resolution. The time series have been generated by a procedure based on the
one presented by Hellwig and Schiefelbein to generate standard load profiles for
thermal demand [34][35].
The weather data which has been used as input for the generation of the
thermal demand profiles has been provided by Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD).
The selected weather data is based on the Test Reference Year (TRY) year for
region 5 which covers also the area Ruhrgebiet in the west of Germany [36]
and which is used here as reference area. The weather data used here has been
adjusted by DWD in order to represent the weather conditions within a city
district.
The generated thermal load profiles have been standardized to an annual
thermal demand of 1000 kWh and are scaled for each BES such that the scaled
time series represents the annual thermal demand of the specific BES. The
scaling factor is the product of the specific thermal demand and the net dwelling
area. The values used for both variables has been taken from statistical data
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described in the following paragraphs.
For the analysis carried out within this chapter of the thesis, the focus has
been on single family houses and the data to parameterize the models have been
taken from an analysis of Schroeder et al. [37]. The value used to define the
net dwelling area is 146m2 which is the average value provided by Schro¨der [37,
p. 29]. The specific thermal demand is set to be 166 kWh/m2a and is also provided
by Schro¨der [37, p. 29].
The electrical demand of the BESs excluding electro-thermal HS is repre-
sented by SLPs provided by the BDEW [38]. Here, adjusted SLP have been
used which have been provided by the local grid operator of the reference area,
E.ON Mitte, for the reference year 2012. As the SLPs are standardized to an
annual consumption of 1000 kWh/a, the SLP have to scaled in order to meet the
annual electrical demand of a specific BES. For the scaling of the SLP, data from
Schlomann et al. has been used which provides a specific electrical demand per
square meter net dwelling area [39, p. 24]. The value used here is 31.7 kWh/m2.
2.2.5 Input data regarding Photovoltaic and wind power
generation
In order to analyze the load shaping capability of the coordinated operation
of electro-thermal HSs, the impact of volatile power generation based mainly
on PV and wind has to be regarded in addition to the fluctuations resulting
from the load side. Thus, data describing the power generation based on PV
and wind power systems for the reference area has to be provided. Here, data
provided by the transmission grid operator Amprion for the reference year 2012
has been used.
As the data comprises the whole PV and wind power generation within the
transmission grid area, the procedure described in the following is used to adjust
the data to be used for the simulation scenarios. First, the provided data has
been standardized to an annual generation of 1000 kWh/a. Second, the data is
scaled according to the share of RESs based generation of the annual consump-
tion of the BESs of the specific simulation scenario. For example, if the BESs
in the scenario have an annual electrical consumption of 100,000 kWh/a, and the
share of RES based generation is 50 %, the standardized curve representing the
RES based generation is scaled with a factor factor of 50.
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Here, it is assumed that the PV and wind based generation can be scaled
linearly to generate future scenarios with a higher share of RES based genera-
tion. As this assumption is reasonable for PV based generation, this represents
a worst case scenario regarding the wind power based generation. This is due
to the fact that in the reference year 2012 wind power generation was mainly
based on on-shore wind turbines. However, for the future it is expected that the
share of off-shore wind power generation will increase which exhibits different
power duration curves. Here, it is expected that off-shore wind turbines have
a higher annual energy generation for the same installed nominal power. Thus,
in reality the wind power generation will be less volatile compared to the here
made assumptions.
Furthermore, it is assumed that PV and wind power generation will dominate
the RES based generation regarding the total annual generation.
2.3 Methodology to assess load shaping capability of
residential buildings
As outlined in the introduction, the first step is to analyze the load shaping
capability of clusters of BESs with different shares of HPs, CHP systems and
non-flexible HSs. Further important parameters are the storage capacity as part
of each HS as well as the share of RES as source for power fluctuations.
A cluster with a certain thermal demand is defined, where the share of thermal
demand which is served by HP or CHP systems is varied from 0 to 100 % in
steps of 10 %. If the share of HP and and CHP systems together is less than
100 %, then additional non-flexible BESs are added to represent the missing
thermal demand. For each set of shares of CHP systems, HPs and non-flexible
HSs the load shaping capability is assessed. The modeling of the BESs is done
according to the description in Section 2.2.
In order to analyze the load shaping capability of the differently configured
clusters of BESs, an optimization problem has been formulated as described in
Section 2.3.1. Solving the optimization problem reveals then the performance
of the cluster in respect of the formulated objective function.
The described procedure has been executed for different shares of RESs, dif-
ferent sizes of storage systems as well as different scheduling horizons.
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The described methodology is able to provide information about the capa-
bility of different cluster compositions to compensate power fluctuations. Fur-
thermore, the analysis provides information about the influence of the thermal
storage capacity on the flexibility.
In order to gain information regarding the absolute numbers of buildings
which are needed within a cluster to compensate power fluctuations, a second
analysis is carried out where the discrete modulation levels of the heating sys-
tems are considered.
2.3.1 General formulation of the optimization problem
In order to perform the analysis as described in Section 2.3, a linear optimiza-
tion problem has been formulated and solved. In this work, numerical values of
loads, whether thermal or electrical, are defined with a positive sign, whereas
values of generation are defined with a negative sign. Power flows out of the
thermal storage are defined as positive values and power flows into the storage
accordingly as negative values.
The objective function of the optimization problem is given by Equation 2.3.
minimize (Remaindermax −Remaindermin) (2.3)
where: Remaindermax = max(Remaindert) ∀t ∈ T
Remaindermin = min(Remaindert) ∀t ∈ T
subject to the constraints 2.4 to 2.12.
Equation 2.4 defines the remainder, a vector which represents the remaining
load curve of a cluster of BESs as results of the controlled operation of the
electro-thermal HSs.
Remaindert =
Fluctuationst −
N∑
n=1
(
PHS1n,t ·modlvlHS1t,n + PHS2n,t ·modlvlHS2t,n
)
·∆t
∀t ∈ T (2.4)
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The vector Fluctuations represents the initial load curve of the considered
scheduling horizon. ∆t is the length of the time step which has been used to
discretize the continuous time within the optimization problem. PHS1n,t is the
average electrical power demand or generation of the primary heater, HS1, of
BES n during time step t; equivalent, PHS2n,t describes the electrical demand of
the secondary heater. The variable modlvlHS1t,n and modlvl
HS2
t,n represent the
modulation level of the corresponding heater. Modulation level refers to the
operating grade of the heater, for now meaning a value between 0 and 1 where
0 means OFF and 1 means ON and operating at full power.
Equation 2.5 describes the thermal power balance of each individual BES:
Q˙Dmndn,t = −modlvlHS1t,n · Q˙HS1n,t −modlvlHS2t,n · Q˙HS2n,t + Q˙Strgn,t
∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.5)
where Q˙Dmndn,t is the thermal demand of BES n at time step t, Q˙
HS1
n,t is the
thermal power generation of the primary heater, Q˙HS2n,t of the secondary heater
and Q˙Strgn,t the power flow in or out of the thermal storage.
Equation 2.6 describes the energy balance of the thermal storage of each
individual BES:
QStrgn,t = Q
Strg
n,t−1 − Q˙Strgn,t ·∆t
∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.6)
Equation 2.7 initializes the thermal storage with an initial value which is on
consecutive days the value at the last time step of the previous day:
QStrgn,0 = SoC
ini
n ·QCap,Strgn ∀n ∈ N (2.7)
Equation 2.8 restricts the operation of the secondary heater to operate only
when the primary heater is running:
modlvlHS2t,n ≤ modlvlHS1t,n ∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.8)
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For now, the modulation level modlvl is a continuous decision variable.
0 ≤ modlvlHS1t,n ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.9)
0 ≤ modlvlHS2t,n ≤ UBHS2t,n ∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.10)
where:
UB :=
0, if Q˙Dmndn,t ≤ PHS1n,t1, if Q˙Dmndn,t > PHS1n,t (2.11)
Equation 2.12 represents the constraints due to the thermal storage capacity:
SoCminn ·QCAP,Strgn ≤ QStrgn,t ≤ SoCmaxn ·QCap,Strgn
∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.12)
The objective function described in 2.3 states that the difference between the
maximum and the minimum value of the Remainder for one scheduling horizon
(T ) should be minimized. The Remainder is defined through Equation 2.4 as
the remaining fluctuations after subtracting the power demand or generation
profiles of the electro-thermal HSs from the original fluctuations. The demand
or generation profiles of the electro-thermal HSs are defined by the value the
electrical power PHSxt,n times the decision variable modlvl
HSx
t,n . Thus, the de-
cision variable modlvlHSxt,n serves also as coupling variable with the equations
describing the thermal side of the optimization problem. The thermal side of
the optimization problem is represented by the constraints 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. In
general, the formulation of the optimization problem foresees the option for a
secondary heater which serves as backup heater to the electro-thermal primary
heater. In order to represent the preferential use of the primary heater, the op-
eration of the secondary heater is constrained by 2.8 and by 2.10 which allows
only an operation when the thermal power of the primary heater is not sufficient
to cover the actual thermal demand.
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2.3.2 Performance Measure
In order to compare the load shaping capability of differently composed or
setup clusters of BESs, a performance measure has to be defined. In general,
clusters will be created differing in share of certain electro-thermal HSs as well
as for different parameter sets, here storage capacity and horizon.
A performance measure has been defined in correspondence with the objective
function which aims at minimizing the Peak To Valley distance (PTV) of the
remainder. The PTV is the difference between the lowest and highest value of
a fluctuating energy or power curve as shown in Figure 2.5.
Here, the performance measure is the relation between the PTV of the re-
mainder after scheduling and the PTV of a reference curve, e.g. the fluctuations
before scheduling the electro-thermal HSs. Equation 2.13 gives the mathemati-
cal description of the here defined performance measure, referred to as Relative
Peak to Valley (RPV) measure.
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Figure 2.5: Sample remainder and fluctuations: the peak to valley distance is
indicated for each curve by an arrow
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RPV =
RemainderPTV
FluctuationsPTV
=
Remaindermax −Remaindermin
Fluctuationsmax − Fluctuationsmin (2.13)
where: Remaindermax = max(Remaindert) ∀t ∈ T
Remaindermin = min(Remaindert) ∀t ∈ T
F luctuationsmax = max(Fluctuationst) ∀t ∈ T
F luctuationsmin = min(Fluctuationst) ∀t ∈ T
2.4 General flexibility of clusters of BESs
The objective of the coordination of a cluster of BESs is to utilize the ag-
gregated flexibility of the BESs for load shaping. The load shaping capability
depends on several impact factors, like share of different electro-thermal HSs or
the storage capacity.
The results show that a cluster of BESs comprising both HP and CHP systems
can provide a better load shaping performance then a homogeneous cluster in
terms HS types.
Additionally, the load shaping capability depends strongly on the available
flexibility and thus the storage capacity. Therefore, different values for the
parameter RSC as introduced in Section 2.2.1 are investigated and compared.
Regarding the penetration of RESs, it is expected that the flexibility demand
grows with increasing energy generation based on intermittent RESs. Further-
more, the optimal ratio of the share of HP and CHP systems might change with
penetration of RESs.
For now, the modulation level of the HSs has been assumed to take any value
in a continuous range as defined in Equation 2.9. This way, the optimization
problem can be formulated as an Linear Programming (LP) and computation
times can be significantly reduced. Real systems have constraints regarding
their modulation levels and often only a few discrete values can be set as de-
scribed in Section 2.5. In Section 2.5.2.3 results assuming a continuous range of
modulation levels are compared to results assuming discrete modulation levels.
The comparison shows that the assumption can be made in order to investigate
tendencies regarding the share of different electro-thermal HSs as well as the
storage capacity.
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The following sections describe the methodology of the analysis and the results
regarding the mentioned impact factors.
2.4.1 Methodology
The analysis of the load shaping capability of a cluster of BESs is based
on the simulation of a full calendar year. The optimization problem described
in Section 2.3.1 is executed for each day of the example year for each clus-
ter. However, the scheduling horizon might be a longer time period than the
scheduling interval. The scheduling interval is the time period after which an
updated scheduling is performed. For example, the scheduling horizon is 48
hours whereas the scheduling interval is 24 hours. That means, that every 24
hours, schedules for the upcoming 48 hours are calculated. For each run of the
optimization problem the RPV is calculated, thus providing the value for each
day.
The different cluster configurations, e.g. share of HP and CHP systems, are
compared on basis of the annual average value of the RPV. Exemplary results
representing the case with no power generation based on RESs, a RSC of 3.0
and a scheduling horizon of 24h, are shown in Figure 2.6. The results presented
as a heat map have on the y-axis the share of the thermal demand which is
served by CHP systems and on the x-axis the share served by HP systems. Is
the sum of the shares of HP and CHP systems less than 100% then additional
BESs are added which cover their thermal demand with a non-electro-thermal
HS, e.g. gas boiler. However, those BESs are considered in the clusters as their
electrical demand contributes to the electrical energy fluctuations which should
be balanced by the clusters. Thus, the analysis also reveals how many non-
flexible BESs, meaning BESs with non-electro-thermal HSs, can be balanced or
compensated.
The results in Figure 2.6 show that in general with a higher share of electro-
thermal HS, the annual average RPV decreases, meaning that the load shaping
capability increases. However, it can also be stated that heterogeneous clusters,
comprising both, HP and CHP systems, provide better load shaping capabilities
compared to clusters which comprise only one kind of electro-thermal HS. The
better performance of heterogeneous clusters is due to an additional degree of
freedom resulting from combining flexible loads and generators.
The sample results represent the case with fixed parameters regarding power
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Figure 2.6: Annual average RPV for different shares of HPs, CHPs or non-
electro-thermal HSs covering the thermal demand; Scheduling hori-
zon: 24 h; RES: 0 %; RSC: 3.0
generation based on RESs, RSC and scheduling horizon. In the following sec-
tions, the impact of those parameters on the load shaping capability of clusters
will be investigated.
2.4.2 Impact of scheduling horizon and storage capacity
Figure 2.7 shows the results of an analysis following the example analysis in-
troduced in Section 2.4.1 but comprising different parameter sets for the schedul-
ing horizon and the storage capacity represented by the RSC.
In general, it can be stated that the load shaping capability of the clusters
improves with an increasing RSC, regardless the share of the different HSs. Ac-
tually, this is an obvious and expected result as with increasing RSC, meaning
increasing storage capacity, the flexibility of the individual BES increases. How-
ever, increasing the RSC above a value of 3.0 does not lead to any significant
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Figure 2.7: Annual average RPV for different shares of HPs, CHPs or non-
electro-thermal HSs covering the thermal demand for RSC values
between 1.0 and 5.0 and shares of RES of 0 %, 50 % and 100 %
further improvement.
Besides a decrease of the annual average RPV values while increasing the
RSC for the different shares of HP and CHP systems, also the range of shares
where a small RPV value can be achieved becomes wider. In the scenario with
a scheduling horizon of 24 h and a RSC of 1.0, the ratio of CHP to HP systems
has to be 70 % to 30 % in order to achieve a RPV of less than 0.2. While in the
same scenario but with a RSC of 3.0, the same performance can be achieved
already with an overall share of electro-thermal HSs of 50 %, which includes
the following set of shares of different HSs: (HP: 40 %, CHP: 10 %), (HP: 30 %,
CHP: 20 %), (HP: 20 %, CHP: 30 %) and (HP: 10 %, CHP: 40 %).
The impact of an increasing share of RES based generation from 0 % to 50 %
and 100 % can be seen in the second and third row of Figure 2.7. In general,
the load shaping capability of the clusters decreases. Especially, in the case
of rather small RSC values, the decrease is significant compared to the case
without power generation based on RESs. But also here, increasing the RSC to
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values higher than 3.0 does only lead to marginal performance improvements.
Further simulation scenarios considered a scheduling horizon ranging beyond
the scheduling interval of 24 h. The hypothesis is that a scheduling horizon
longer than the scheduling interval will lead to an improved performance as
the consecutive day is anticipated in the optimization problem for the actual
day. Thus, the initial conditions of the consecutive day are assumed to be in a
range such that a better result can be achieved compared to the case where the
optimization for consecutive days is completely decoupled.
Analyzing the impact of different scheduling horizons on the performance of
the cluster, reveals that in general the annual average load shaping performance
of the clusters decreases with increasing scheduling horizon (see Figure 2.8).
However, this effect disappears for increasing values regarding the RSC. This
result is due to the fact that the applied performance metrics RPV measures per-
formance within the scheduling interval, meaning the capability of the cluster to
compensate the fluctuations during this time period. Thus, considering the con-
secutive scheduling interval in the optimization problem of the actual scheduling
horizon decreases the performance, especially for small values of RSC, here 1.0
and 2.0.
Although, an increased scheduling horizon does not improve the performance
during the individual scheduling horizons, the increased scheduling horizons can
help to decrease the step from the average power value between two consecutive
days. Figure 2.9 shows exemplary the average daily power values for one year
for scheduling horizons of 24 h and 48 h with no RESs, 30 % of HPs and 30 %
of CHPs while RSC is 3.0. The results show that a scheduling horizon of 48 h
leads to smaller power steps between two consecutive days.
A different view on the impact of the scheduling horizon on the performance
is provided by Figure 2.10. The figure shows the histogram of the power steps
between the average power values of consecutive days for a full year. It can be
seen that the share of “small” steps, which belong to bin “0”, is increasing with
increasing scheduling horizons. The benefit of smaller steps becomes obvious
from a system perspective point of view: The average power is the power level
which has to be provided by other generator. A more narrow histogram means
that the provided reserve capacities can be designed with lower nominal power
and the still required reserve capacities could operate with less ramping. The
tendency that an increase of the scheduling horizons leads to reduced steps of
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Figure 2.8: Annual average RPV for different shares of HPs, CHPs or non-
electro-thermal HSs covering the thermal demand for scheduling
horizons between 24 h and 48 h and RSC between 1.0 and 5.0; RES:
0 %
the average daily power is also true for other ratios of HP and CHP systems.
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2.5 Impact of discrete modulation levels of
electro-thermal HSs on load shaping capability
The analysis performed in Section 2.4 reveals among others the impact of
different ratios of the different kinds of electro-thermal HSs on the load shaping
capability. The results shown in Section 2.4 are only valid under the made
assumptions that the controllable devices can modulate their operation level
within a continuous range between OFF and ON. In reality the systems have
restricted modulation capabilities and are operated at discrete modulation levels
or modulate within limited ranges. The adoption of the optimization models in
order to respect the restricted modulation of the electro-thermal HSs leads to a
reduction of the available flexibility.
In the following sections, the impact of the restricted modulation on the
available flexibility and the resulting load shaping capabilities is investigated.
First, the impact of the time discretization will be investigated in detail. Second,
the relation between load shaping capability and absolute numbers of electro-
thermal HSs within a cluster is analyzed.
For the analysis carried out in this section, the optimization problem described
in the previous section is extended to MIP as the decision variables regarding
the modulation level of the electro-thermal HSs are integers. In the specific case
of only two modulation levels, ON or OFF, the problem can be formulated as a
binary problem. The detailed description of the changes regarding the variables
representing the modulation levels is given in Section 2.5.1.
For the following analyses only certain set of shares of HP and CHP systems
are considered due to the computational effort related to MIP. The computa-
tional effort is caused by the complexity of the problems which are NP hard
problems as shown by Bosman [40].
2.5.1 Mathematical formulation of discrete modulation levels
In the analysis presented in Section 2.4, it was assumed that the electro-
thermal HSs could modulate their operation level continuously. However, real
devices have their limitations regarding the capability to modulate as pointed
out in Section 2.5. In order to investigate the absolute number of cluster mem-
bers to achieve a good load shaping performance, this has to be considered
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and the definition of the decision variables in Equation2.9 and 2.10 has to be
adapted.
The variable representing the modulation level of the primary heater are given
by Equation 2.14 for both HP and CHP systems.
modlvlHS1t,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.14)
In case of a secondary heater, the formulation of the variable representing the
modulation level depends on the type of HS. Here, it has been assumed that the
secondary heater within a HP system is electrically powered while the secondary
heater of a CHP system is gas powered.
In the case of a HP system where the secondary heater is an electrical boiler,
the decision variable representing the modulation level of the secondary heater
is also formulated as an integer variable as given by Equation 2.15. This reflects
the fact that electrical boilers do not provide any modulation capabilities.
modlvlHS2t,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.15)
In contrast, typically gas boilers are able to modulate their thermal output in
a range between 20% and 100%. Thus, the variable regarding the modulation
level of the secondary heater of a CHP system is formulated as semi-continuous
decision variable and given by Equation 2.16.
modlvlHS2t,n ∈ {0} ∪ [0.2, 1.0] ∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (2.16)
2.5.2 Impact of absolute number of electro-thermal HSs and
time discretization
The introduction of the constraints regarding the modulation levels of the
electro-thermal HS as shown in Section 2.5.1, implies also that other parame-
ters regarding the simulation scenario and the optimization algorithm become
important:
Absolute number of flexible entities Due to the restricted modulation, the op-
eration of an individual electro-thermal HS, would obviously lead to a
peaky residual demand of the corresponding BES. Thus, a certain number
of BESs comprising an electro-thermal HS has to be aggregated in order to
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coordinate their operation and compensate power fluctuations such that
a rather smooth remainder is achieved.
Time discretization The formulation of the optimization problem as done in
Section 2.3.1 requires to discretize the scheduling horizon into equal time
slots. Due to the restricted modulation, the time discretization entails also
a discretization of the thermal energy generation of the HSs. A smaller
time step, meaning small discretization levels, leads in average to a better
utilization of the available storage capacity. Furthermore, the chosen time
step defines also the possible minimal ON-time or OFF-time of the HSs.
The impact of the time discretization and the absolute number of entities is
demonstrated by the example simulation presented in the following sections.
2.5.2.1 Time discretization
In order to analyze the impact of the time discretization of the optimization
problems on the load shaping capability, the analysis described in the following
paragraphs has been carried out.
The optimization problem representing the scheduling algorithm has been
executed for a cluster of BESs using different time steps. Here, time steps of
450 s (Scenario 1), 900 s (Scenario 3), 1800 s (Scenario 4) and 3600 s (Scenario 5)
have been used. In general, it is expected that a smaller time step increases the
number of possible schedules and leads to better load shaping performances.
However, small time steps might lead to the result that the electro-thermal
heating units are turned on and off rather frequently and are operated only for
short continuous time periods. In respect of real electro-thermal heating units,
a further scenario (Scenario 2) is investigated which uses also time steps of 450s
but incorporates a minimum runtime of 900 s for the electro-thermal heating
units. Due to the restrictions on the minimum runtime, it is expected that the
load shaping capability will be reduced in respect to the scenario without the
restriction.
The mathematical formulation of the optimization problem has to be extended
by the following equations in order to consider minimum runtime of the heaters:
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modlvlHS1t −modlvlHS1t−1 = swtchOnHS1t − swtchOffHS1t (2.17)
swtchOnHS1t + swtchOff
HS1
t ≤ 1 (2.18)
with the newly introduced decision variables:
swtchOnHS1t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (2.19)
swtchOffHS1t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (2.20)
modlvlHS1t −
Zon∑
z=0
swtchOnHS1t−z ≥ 0 (2.21)
where Zon = minimum consecutive ON-time steps.
The scheduling algorithm has been executed for a full year with a moving
horizon of 24 hours. The load shaping performance has been assessed using the
RPV measure and the annual average RPV is compared for the different time
steps. Here, clusters with a share of 50 % HP and 50 % CHP are analyzed. The
results of the analysis are summarized and depicted in Figure 2.11. Results for
two different cluster sizes, cluster with 4 BESs and with 6 BESs, are presented
here.
First, the results show that a cluster with 6 BESs achieves a better load
shaping performance than the smaller cluster with 4 BESs. A further analysis
of the impact of the cluster size on the performance will be provided in Section
2.5.2.2.
Second, it can be stated for both cluster sizes that a smaller time step leads
to a better load shaping performance meaning a smaller value of the annual
average RPV measure. The reduction of the time step from 3600 s to 1800 s
leads to a reduction of the annual average RPV of 13.8 % in the case of 4 BES
and 12.7 % in the case of 6 BES. Further reductions of the time step lead only
to reductions of the annual average RPV of less than 4 %. As expected, the
consideration of a minimum runtime as in Scenario 2 reduced the load shaping
performance compared to Scenario 1. However, the load shaping performance
is still better compared to Scenario 3 with a time step of 900 s.
The drawback of smaller time steps is that the computational effort increases
with the reduction of the time slot. Thus, for the remainder of this thesis, the
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Figure 2.11: Annual average RPV for clusters with 50 % HPs and 50 % CHPs
for different step sizes; RSC: 3.0
time step has been set to 900 s.
2.5.2.2 Absolute number of flexible entities
In this section the impact of the absolute number of entities on the load
shaping capability is investigated in more detail for different shares of HP and
CHP systems within a cluster.
For this analysis, different sets of shares of HPs or CHP systems as HSs
of BESs have been defined. Furthermore, for each set, clusters with different
absolute number of BESs have been created; here, cluster sizes of 5, 10, 20, 35
and 50 BESs.
For each set of shares and each cluster size a full year simulation has been
performed with a scheduling interval of 24 h. The load shaping performance has
been measured using the RPV measure and the results for a scenario with a
share of 0 % RES are depicted in Figure 2.12 while results for a scenario with a
share of 50 % RES based generation are shown in Figure 2.13.
The results show that in general for any set of shares the performance increases
with increasing number of BESs within a cluster. This is expected, as the
number of combinatorial options increases with an increasing number of BESs
and, thus, more flexibility is available. However, the performance improvements
become smaller with growing cluster size. The average reduction of the annual
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Figure 2.12: Annual average RPV for clusters with different shares of HPs and
CHPs as well as different absolute numbers of BESs; ∆t = 900s;
RSC: 3.0; Share of RES: 0 %
average RPV by increasing the cluster size from 35 to 50 BESs is 14.3 % in the
case of a share of RES based generation of 0 %. In case of a share of 50 % RESs
based generation, the average reduction is 7.9 % for an increase of the cluster
size from 35 to 50 BESs.
Furthermore, different set of shares show different performances. For example,
the cluster with 20 % HP and 20 % CHP systems shows the worst performance
in this analysis. In contrast, the clusters with a share of 40 % HP and CHP
systems and 60 % HP and 20 % CHP systems show the best performance. This
tendencies of certain shares to outperform other shares has been shown already
in Section 2.4 and the results shown here confirm the results based on the linear
formulation of the optimization problem. An extensive comparison of the results
using LP and MIP is given in Section 2.5.2.3.
2.5.2.3 Comparison of performance for LP and MIP formulations:
As mentioned in the previous section, the load shaping performance of clusters
with different shares of the specific HSs has the same tendencies using MIP or
LP. However, due to the restrictions regarding the discrete modulation levels as
well as the resulting influence of the chosen time step, the performance of the
problem description under LP formulation cannot be achieved as shown by the
results in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.13: Annual average RPV for clusters with different shares of HPs and
CHPs as well as different absolute numbers of BESs; ∆t = 900s;
RSC: 3.0; Share of RES: 50 %
As an example, the load shaping capability has been compared using MIP
and LP for different set of shares of HSs. For the comparison the cluster size
under MIP formulation has been chosen as 50 BESs, the time step as 900 s and
the share of RES based generation has been set to 50 %.
The results depicted in Figure 2.14 show that in general the load shaping
capability under the consideration of discrete modulation levels and using MIP
decreases compared to continuous modulation levels using LP. However, the
tendencies regarding the load shaping capabilities of the different set of shares
remain. Thus, the general conclusions drawn from the results presented in
Section 2.4.2 can be considered to be valid also for discrete modulation levels if
the number of BESs is sufficiently high, here 50 BESs.
2.5.3 Performance of clusters throughout a year
So far the performance between the different cluster configuration, e.g. re-
garding the share of different electro-thermal HSs, has been compared on the
annual average of the RPV value. However, as the performance is dependent
on the available flexibility which is provided by electro-thermal HSs, the perfor-
mance is also dependent on the thermal demand which correlates in residential
buildings mainly with the ambient temperature.
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Figure 2.14: Annual average RPV for clusters with different shares of HPs and
CHPs for LP and MIP formulation; RSC: 3.0; Number of BESs: 50
Figure 2.15 shows the 7-day moving average of the RPV measure for different
set of shares throughout a whole year. In general, it can be seen that the
performance drops during the summer, meaning higher RPV values, while better
performances can be achieved during winter times.
In addition to the RPV measures for different set of shares, Figure 2.15 shows
the 7-day moving average for the ambient temperature. The plots show a clear
correlation between ambient temperature and load shaping capability of the
individual clusters. Thus, it can be concluded that the higher ambient tem-
peratures during summer reduce the thermal demand which leads to a reduced
flexibility which can be used for load shaping. The correlation between the per-
formance and the ambient temperature cannot only be seen in the long term,
but also short term temperature peaks like in spring and autumn lead to per-
formance reductions.
Thus, the electro-thermal HSs in combination with thermal storage can be
mainly used during winter, autumn and spring time for load shaping on the
electrical grid side. In order to provide flexibility during summer period, other
thermal loads would have to be investigated. For example, thermal loads for
process heat, like used in washing machines or dish washer, could be provided
by the central HS. Furthermore, air conditioning and cooling systems could be
used during the summer time for load shaping.
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Figure 2.15: 7-day moving average of RPV for clusters with different shares of
HPs and CHPs; RSC: 3.0; Share of RESs: 50 %
2.6 Conclusion and key findings
This chapter introduced the definition of BESs, electro-thermal HSs and clus-
ters as aggregation of BESs as used in this study. Section 2.2 provided a technical
description of the system components and Section 2.3 introduced the mathemat-
ical representation of the components in the optimization program as well as a
performance measure to evaluate the load shaping capability. This prerequisites
are then used in the Section 2.4 and 2.5 to analyze the impact of parameters
concerning the system configuration. System configuration parameters which
have been investigated here are cluster size, storage capacity and share of RES
based generation. Furthermore, the influence on the load shaping capability of
the step size as parameter of the optimization algorithm has been investigated.
The analyses provided in this chapter are based on example scenarios but the
results are meant to provide qualitative indications for other scenarios.
The first part of the analysis in this chapter in Section 2.4 focuses on inves-
tigating the load shaping capability of clusters with different penetration levels
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of different electro-thermal HSs. In general, the results show that clusters com-
prising both types of electro-thermal HSs, here HPs and CHPs, provide a better
load shaping performance then clusters comprising only one type of the men-
tioned HSs. Furthermore, clusters with a higher penetration of electro-thermal
HSs provide also a better load shaping performance.
The results also show that a higher share of RESs leads to a worse load
shaping performance. This can be explained by the fact that RESs introduce
further fluctuations which require additional flexibility in order to compensate
the fluctuations.
Regarding the storage capacity, the results show that a RSC of less than
3.0 leads to a significant reduction of the load shaping capabilities due to the
reduced flexibility of the individual BES. However, an increase of the RSC to
values of 4.0 and 5.0 did not reveal any significant performance gains which
confirms the results of Vandewalle et al. [19].
The introduction of discrete modulation levels which enable a more realistic
representation of residential electro-thermal HSs, required the investigation of
the impact of the time discretization and the number of BESs on the load
shaping performance. The results of this analysis in Section 2.5 confirmed that
with a smaller time step a better load shaping performance can be achieved.
As a compromise between load shaping performance and computational effort,
a time step of 900s has been chosen for the further work.
Regarding the number of BESs within a cluster, it has been shown that the
load shaping performance increases with an increasing number of BESs. Never-
theless, already a cluster comprising less then 35 BESs can achieve an acceptable
performance.
The comparison between sample results using LP and MIP show that the
restrictions of the MIP lead to performance reductions. However, the results
show that the tendencies shown by the linear formulation are the same as for
the MIP.
The analysis of the load shaping capability during a full year of operation
revealed the dependency of the load shaping capability on the ambient temper-
ature. During times of low thermal demand, the operation of the electro-thermal
HSs is limited; thus, they provide less flexibility during times of reduced thermal
demand.
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The analysis introduced in Chapter 2 has shown that the coordinated oper-
ation of electro-thermal HSs in combination with thermal storage can be used
for load shaping. Especially, a high share of electro-thermal HSs can support
the integration of a high share of RES based power generators.
In order to exploit the flexibility of the individual BESs efficiently, the oper-
ation of the distributed HSs has to be coordinated and managed. This chapter
proposes a decentralized and distributed coordination mechanism where the
structure of the control and energy management systems reflects the disperse
nature of the DERs. The performance of the proposed coordination algorithms
is benchmarked against solutions based on a central coordination algorithm.
3.1 Introduction to control schemes for Energy
Management Systems
The advent of DERs implies a large number of potentially controllable de-
vices. Thus, a control and energy management system has to be designed which
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is capable to manage the coordination of a large number of individual entities.
In general, such a control system requires a communication between the partici-
pating entities. Different governance philosophies in combination with different
communication topologies have been researched and presented in the last years.
The governance philosophies which have been identified and will be intro-
duced in the following sections have been classified in three main groups: hi-
erarchical, market based and cooperatives. Within the classes different degrees
of centralization or decentralization regarding the control schemes are feasible.
Regarding the terms centralized and decentralized, the following definition is
used throughout this work: A centralized system means that the decisions are
taken by a single entity and the other entities in the system just execute the
determined actions. In a decentralized system the actual decision on the action
is taken by the individual entity. However, there are different levels of central-
ization or decentralization in between the two absolute occurrences. In addition
to decentralized, algorithms are often characterized as distributed. In contrast
to decentralized, the term distributed means that an algorithm is partitioned
and executed at different computing units. However, a distributed algorithm is
not necessarily decentralized and vice versa.
3.1.1 Hierarchical governance
In a hierarchical governance scheme, there is an arrangement of the individual
entities in a way that some are below, above or at the same level like another
entity. This arrangement mimics the chain of commands where the highest
entity takes the decision which is forwarded to the lower levels. An energy
management system which has a central control entity could exploit optimally
the available flexibilities of the DER under the assumption that the central
entity has access to all necessary data and information. Based on this data,
the central entity could derive operation plans for each individual DER entity
resulting in an optimal solution for the global objective. Those operation plans
could be turned into command signals sent directly to the individual DER which
follows those commands. The mechanism of sending commands to individual
DERs has been referred to as Direct Load Control (DLC) [41]. In order to
provide optimal operation plans, the central entity has to solve an optimization
problem yielding the operation plans.
The technical issues related to a central entity solving such a planning problem
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for DER entities have been demonstrated by Bosman [40]. Bosman described
a planning problem for a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) as an Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) formulation and proofed that this problem is NP complete.
Solving those problems with today’s available algorithms and computational
facilities is not feasible in a reasonable time for a large number of DER entities.
In order to overcome the computational bottleneck in a hierarchical gover-
nance structure, optimization algorithms which decompose the original opti-
mization problem have been investigated. For example, following the column
generation approach, the original problem is split into a master and several sub-
problems. The subproblems can then be solved in a distributed way at local
entities and the resulting schedules are transferred to the master problem which
derives a new steering signal which is transferred back to the sub problems. This
iterative procedure is executed until an acceptable solution is found.
An additional issue of the centralized control approach might result from the
data handling. All relevant information and data of each DER entity has to
be available at the central control entity and has to be continuously updated
with current values. On one hand, this data is related to the specific device
whose operation should be planned and the data comprises information like
nominal power and minimum On- or Off-times. On the other hand, the data
comprises information regarding local preferences and objectives which would
have to be integrated into the central optimization problem. Thus, true plug
and play capabilities which are desired for the future smart grid are hard to
realize [42]. Additional to the technical issues regarding a central control entity,
societal concerns regarding data privacy have to be considered in order to reach
a wide acceptance.
Furthermore, the concerns regarding data privacy are not only relevant in
the here investigated case with electro-thermal HSs of BESs but also for EMSs
within industry and companies. For example companies might not like to share
details about their technical equipment and operational constraints as this might
provide insides into internal process knowhow.
Although, decomposition approaches like the mentioned column generation
reduce the amount of exchanged information, still several operation schedules
are transmitted to a central entity. Thus, column generation improves scalability
and reduces the central data handling aggregation but does not solve completely
the issues regarding data privacy.
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In summary, an EMS which derives centrally optimal control commands for
a large number of entities would be technically challenging and also undesirable
for societal and confidentiality reasons in a competitive environment.
3.1.2 Market based governance
A market based system represents a different governance structure. Here, the
individual power producers and consumers can make bids and offers on a mostly
electronic market system and the actual electricity price is determined based on
the bids and offers. The market based system is a rather decentralized system as
each participating entity has to plan the demand and generation and generate a
bid or offer which supports the local constraints and objectives. Furthermore, in
such a system the strategy in which way bids and offers are placed at the market
might be important to achieve the best results and performance. In order to
achieve the optimal result, all participants have to be perfectly competitive [43].
A more centralized control scheme can be realized if a central entity defines
the price and the participants take their decision on the already defined price.
In this case, the price signal represents a steering signal which is referred to
as Price Based Control (PBC) [41]. The approach is based on the assumption
that the local entities adjust their energy consumption according to the energy
price. Furthermore, the analysis of the response to previous steering signals,
e.g. in previous coordination horizons or periods, enables the coordinator to
derive price signal which should lead to the anticipated response. This meth-
ods assumes that a large number of BESs is participating and a predictable
aggregated behavior can be anticipated.
3.1.3 Cooperative governance
In a cooperative governance scheme, the individual flexible entities, work to-
gether or cooperate to achieve common, shared objectives, here referred to as
global objectives. Furthermore, the individual entity might have local and pri-
vate objectives in addition to the global objectives. In a cooperative governance
scheme, the individual entities are supporting the global objectives as far as
possible and in trade-off with their local objectives. The objective of such coop-
eratives could be to bundle flexibility, load and/or generation power, to reach a
certain size and reliability to participate in the electricity market [44].
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Local objectives of the individual entities could be for example to operate
as efficient as possible, maximize self-consumption in case of a local generator,
maximize user-comfort or to generate the maximum profit.
The global objective could be for example to follow a defined generation or
consumption curve or to avoid grid congestions in a specific part of a distribu-
tion grid. The grid congestions could be addressed by coordinated actions of a
cooperative of flexible entities connected to the specific part of the grid. This
would increase the reliability of the grid which would benefit each entity but
could only be achieved by coordinated actions of the involved entities.
The coordination among the individual entities could be realized for example
by information exchange via a bulletin board as proposed by Li et al. [45]. The
individual entities try to contribute to solve the issue and public their possible
contributions also on the bulletin board. Other approaches can be based on a
peer to peer communication and a solution is found via message exchange among
the participating entities. Such an approach has been presented by Mohsenian
et al. and is based on game theory [46].
3.1.4 Multiagent Systems (MASs) as system integration
method
MASs have been proposed frequently in literature as a method for implement-
ing EMSs. The following section will provide a short definition of MASs and its
applicability in city district energy systems. The decentralized energy manage-
ment algorithms presented in this work will present coordination mechanisms
which can be implemented with the help of multiagent technology but the focus
is not on the full specification of a functional MAS.
A MAS is a system composed of multiple agents in order to solve corpo-
rately tasks. The general definition of an agent has been given in [47] as “a
software (or hardware) entity that is situated in some environment and is able
to autonomously react to changes in that environment”. In [48] the term intel-
ligent agent as differentiator to a “normal” agent has been introduced and the
characteristics of an intelligent agent have been summarized as:
• Reactivity: An intelligent agent has the capability to detect changes within
its environment and is able to take actions in order to pursuit the objective
it has been designed for.
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• Pro-activeness: Intelligent agents should be able to takes measure on their
own initiative in order to achieve the objectives they have been designed
for.
• Social ability: Furthermore, intelligent agents have to hold the capability
to interact with other agents.
In the remainder of this work, the term agent is used to refer to intelligent
agents.
Typically, in EMSs based on multiagent technology, the MAS comprises a
subgroup of homogenous agents which represent the flexible entities and several
agents specialized on specific tasks, e.g. a grid operator or VPP operator.
Regarding BESs and their integration into city district energy management
systems, each BES comprises a software component which realizes the con-
nection of the hardware of the BES with the higher level energy management
system. The software component can be seen as a virtual representation of the
BES. Especially, if the functionality of this software component goes beyond the
plain data exchange with a higher level system, but comprises for example plan-
ning and optimization. In the remainder of this work, the virtual representation
is referred to as an agent or more specifically BES agent. The environment of
such a BES agent would be the local BES with its electrical and thermal de-
mands as well as the electro-thermal HS. The electro-thermal HS is the part of
the environment the agent can actuate on.
The other agents as entities in the city district energy management system,
form the social environment of the individual BES agent. Through communi-
cation and cooperation with these agents, the energy management problem will
be solved, resulting in an agreement on the individual operation plans.
3.2 Related work
The raise of DERs and the need to coordinate their operation in order to
enable an efficient energy supply system led to the development of different
energy management systems for residential city districts. The most advanced
concepts and EMSs are reviewed in the following sections.
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3.2.1 TRIANA
A hierarchical control system for coordinating a fleet of flexible devices has
been developed and demonstrated by the project TRIANA from the University
of Delft [49]. The presented control strategy consists mainly of three steps: fore-
casting, planning and real-time control. As this thesis focuses on the operation
planning of flexible DERs, the following review focuses on the planning concept
of TRIANA.
The hierarchical control system structure proposed in TRIANA can be repre-
sented as a tree structure, where the root node is an aggregator and the leaves
are the individual flexible devices. Also intermediate nodes are possible which
can aggregate smaller individual entities [49, p. 69]. The general procedure of
the proposed concept is such that the root node passes information via child
nodes to the leaf nodes which incorporate the received information into their
planning process. The information which is passed on by the root node can be
directly a desired power profile which can be different for each child or leaf node
or a steering signal, e.g. a price or virtual price signal. The resulting power
consumption or generation patterns as output of the local planning procedure
of each leaf are then forwarded to the parent nodes. The parent nodes aggregate
the patterns of the individual leaves in a way that the desired power profile of
the root node can be reached. Depending on the satisfaction of the root node
with the aggregated power profile, the root node can start another planning
iteration with an adjusted steering signal.
Bosman [40] incorporates in the hierarchical, iterative control system of TRI-
ANA a column generation based approach. Here, each leaf node generates a
set of plans which is forwarded to the parent node. The parent node selects
for each child node a plan in a way that the deviation of the aggregated power
profile to the desired profile is minimized. During each iteration, the root node
provides new information which might lead to new plans of the leaf nodes which
are added to the set of already existing plans [40, p. 152].
The TRIANA concept offers a good scalability also as intermediate nodes
are introduced between root and leaf nodes. Furthermore, the introduction of
a planning and a real-time operation phase reveal good results. However, the
column generation approach applied in TRIANA, represents still a hierarchical
governance structure with significant data exchange which is critical regarding
data privacy.
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3.2.2 PowerMatcher and IntelliGator
The PowerMatcher system for coordinating DERs has been developed at the
Energy Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) and is mainly connected to
the dissertation of Koen Kok [24].
In contrast to TRIANA, PowerMatcher does not perform any planning and
the coordination is based on short-term actuations close to real-time. However,
PowerMatcher is also based on a hierarchical communication structure where
all the individual elements in the hierarchy are represented by agents. A Power-
Matcher cluster is an aggregation of several local device agents, one auctioneer
agent, optionally several concentrator agents and an objective agent [24, p. 149].
Each local device agent represents an individual DER and aims at operating the
process of the related DER in the optimal economical way. The coordination
with the other local device agents in the cluster is achieved via bids on an
electronic energy market. The auctioneer agent is responsible for determining
the actual electricity price resulting from the bids of the individual local device
agents. The concentrator agent can be used as an intermediate layer between
the local device agents and the auctioneer agents in order to improve scalabil-
ity. The improvement in scalability results from the fact that the concentrator
agent aggregates the bids of the local device agents within its sub-cluster and
forwards a single bid to the auctioneer agent. The objective agent represents
the objective of the cluster and steers by the help of bids. The objective of a
cluster could be for example to balance the power flows within the cluster.
The IntelliGator control system which is based on the PowerMatcher concept
has been developed at the Flemish Institute for Technological Research (VITO)
[43]. Thus, the structure of the IntelliGator system is similar to the one of Pow-
erMatcher. As IntelliGator is now developed independently from PowerMatcher,
it is mentioned here for the sake of completeness.
The two approaches Powermatcher and IntelliGator both fall in the category
of market based governance structures and both offer a great scalability. How-
ever, as the approaches do not perform any planning, their application is limited
to the short term balancing of fluctuations.
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3.2.3 Cooperative systems based on multiagent technology
Mohsenian-Rad et al. used a game-theory approach in order to design an
energy consumption scheduling game [46]. The purpose of the game is to co-
ordinate the energy consumption of a set of residential consumers so to follow
the desired curve of the energy supplier. Thus, the energy supplier provides a
price curve for a given day and the players, here consumers, adapt their energy
consumption such that their own energy bill is minimized. Furthermore, the
authors have shown that this leads also to the optimum regarding the Peak-
Average-Ratio of the overall energy consumption.
In this approach, the players have to share their planned energy consumption
schedule for the planning horizon with all the other players. Although, the
energy consumption schedule is the aggregated schedule of all appliances of the
individual player, data privacy might arise as an issue. Furthermore, as each
player exchanges information with all players, via broadcasting, the scalability
might be limited.
The agent based distributed EMS introduced by Li et al. uses a central
bulletin board for information exchange among the agents [45]. In the first
step, each resource agent is selfish and searches for the local optimal actions.
However, in a second step, the resource agent might adapt its behavior in order
to contribute to the global objective published at the bulletin board. Thus, the
resource agents are in general willing to contribute to the global objective as
long as their local objectives are not compromised. The global objectives are
published at the bulletin board by so called broker agents which might pursue
a certain business model. Another introduced agent is the summarizing agent
which concentrates and preprocesses data published at the bulletin board.
The advantage of the proposed solution is that it offers a great scalability as
direct communication is used only between the resource agents and the bulletin
board. The disadvantage is that data regarding the intended energy consump-
tion is published at a central server, here bulletin board. Furthermore, the
approach has only been demonstrated to avoid the excess of certain power con-
sumption level but does not provide an optimal or near-optimal solution.
Chalkiadakis et al. introduce a cooperative virtual power plant or cooperative
which bundles individual DERs in order reach a certain size and reliability to
participate in the electricity market [44]. Individual DERs represented as an
agent coalesce in such a cooperative to be able to participate in the electricity
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market. The work introduced a business logic for the individual entities which
provides incentives for participating in the cooperative but does not focus on
the algorithms providing the coordination among the entities in a VPP.
The introduced works show that there is interest in the development of de-
centralized, cooperative based energy management algorithms. However, all
introduced approaches exhibit disadvantages regarding scalability or data pri-
vacy.
3.3 Decentralized Coordination Concept for
Cooperative City District Energy Systems
This section introduces the concept for a decentralized cooperative energy
management system. The envisioned energy system is a self-organizing and self-
coordinating system. That means, that the participants in the energy system,
ultimately all energy consumers and generators, are able to organize themselves
as a system where the participants coordinate their operation and actions. A
way to realize such as self-managing system is to represent the participants by
agents in an overlay network as described by Pournaras [28].
In this work, the focus is on the mechanisms and algorithms within the plan-
ning phase, for example day-ahead planning, of the energy management system.
The structure of the EMS enables a decentralized and distributed system imple-
mentation and provides a contribution to the realization of a self-coordinating
system. This energy management system represents a true bottom-up struc-
ture, meaning that the system emerges from the willingness of the participants
to contribute to higher level objectives, in addition to their local objectives.
3.3.1 Introduction to Self Management
In an ideal energy system, all the individual system components would have
the capability to organize themselves and coordinate their actions such that a
stable and efficient operation of the energy system emerges.
For such a system, the system components, here energy consumers and providers,
have to be autonomous systems, represented by the implementation as software
agents, which are capable of self-organization and self-coordination [50].
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The advantages of such a self-managing system would be that the system
can easily adapt to emerging requirements. Thus, such a system could provide
a stable operation in cases of failures. Also, locally occurring conditions in
a distributed system, like the electrical power grid, can be tackled by local
organizations of agents. Such an organization of agents could develop response
strategies which consider the local constraints and objectives. For example, the
violation of voltage limits due to the excessive generation by PV systems in
a low-voltage distribution grid, could be compensated by flexible loads in the
same grid section. In the context of this thesis, the agents would contribute by
coordinating the operation of flexible loads or power generators, here e.g. HPs
and CHPs.
Translating the self-management capabilities to an energy management sys-
tem of a city district energy system, the individual BESs would be represented
as software agents in the overlay network. Other agents could represent certain
components of the local distribution grid, e.g. the transformer, or other stake-
holders. Further agents might provide system relevant service, for example like
a registry of the agents which are available and willing to contribute.
For these self-managing systems it is crucial that the coordination algorithms
are decentralized and can be implemented in a distributed system in order to
avoid the dependence on central decision takers. Thus, the coordination cannot
be achieved by solving a central algorithm but rather by communication and
information sharing. This coordination by communication could be for example
achieved by gossip type algorithms. However, such algorithms come in general
with the cost of a higher communication overhead.
3.3.2 Structure of coordination phases
Commonly, the coordination of the energy consumption and generation is
performed on two different time scales: longer-term coordination and short-term
or real-time coordination. Here, we consider as longer-term, the planning of one
or several days ahead, defined as planning horizon. The short-term coordination
comprises the execution of the planned schedules and the handling of possible
deviations and has a time horizon of for example 15 minutes.
The distinction between a planning and an execution phase has some practi-
cal implications. The goal of the planning is to consider the expected conditions
within the planning horizon and determine appropriate operation schemes in
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order to achieve the desired behavior. The motivation for the execution phase
is to execute the planned schedules and handle deviations from the planned
schedules. The occurrence of deviations cannot be avoided as the planning de-
pends on forecasts which naturally have some uncertainty. The compensation
of short-term deviations can be for example handled by adapting the planned
schedules to the changed conditions. Thus, in order to exploit available flexi-
bility in city districts efficiently, energy management systems often comprise a
planning phase and a real time execution phase. Generally speaking, during the
planning phase, the energy management system can operate rather proactively,
while during the execution phase, the systems has a rather reactive nature. In
this work, the focus is on the planning phase.
During the planning phase, the scheduling of the operation of the flexible
devices is performed for the upcoming planning horizon. In order to perform
the planning, the algorithms depend on forecasted data and prognosis for the
planning horizon regarding the energy demand.
Summarizing, an energy management system has to provide methods for fore-
casting, planning and execution. A similar structure has been also proposed
within the project TRIANA [49].
3.3.3 Approach for bottom-up flexibility coordination
The here developed and presented concept belongs to the category of decen-
tralized coordination algorithms and follows a cooperative governance structure.
The difference to the approaches reviewed in Section 3.2 is that the concept pre-
sented here realizes a true bottom-up approach. That means, that in contrast
to the other approaches, the initiative comes from the individual participant
who actively supports the higher level system with its flexibility. In contrast,
the reviewed concepts propose a system where a central unit initiates requests
which are sent to the individual agents. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
agents respond to the request due to incentives and change their behavior.
Regarding, the self-coordination as part of the self-management, this work
proposes a decentralized coordination mechanism based on the provided flexi-
bility of the individual entities. The decentralized coordination mechanism is
based on information exchange between the BESs without the involvement of a
central entity in the decision taking process.
The general approach and foundation for the self-coordination is that each
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agent solves first a local optimization problem which reveals the locally optimal
solution. In addition to one optimal solution, the local agent searches for further
solutions which can be also optimal or near-optimal depending on the willingness
of the agent to contribute with further flexibility. The set of solutions, here
operation schedules, are interpreted as the flexibility provided by the agent to
contribute to the higher level objectives. The set of schedules for each agent is
referred to as Sn for agent an with n ∈ N . Here, the same indices used to refer
to specific BESs are used to refer to specific agents, as each BES is represented
by an agent.
In a second step, the agents select the schedule from their set of schedules
which provides the most benefit in respect of the global objective, for example,
the flattening of a fluctuating power curve. In Section 3.4, the procedure of the
selection of the schedules is presented in detail.
The general idea regarding the mechanism is that intermediate solutions are
passed from agent to agent and each agent contributes to improve the solution.
Thus, the approach is a true bottom-up approach in contrast to other approaches
where a central entity asks for possible solutions or sends signals to steer the
local agent. The advantage is that the agent can have a simple data interface
and the local implementation of the algorithm can be kept private. This is also
in contrast to distributed algorithms where the distributed part of the algorithm
is a specific part of the central algorithm.
3.3.4 Consideration regarding implementation of coordination
concept
Although, a real-life implementation of the introduced EMS is not part of this
thesis, this section describes several implications regarding a possible real-life
implementation of such a system.
In general, a communication network which can be used by the individual BES
agents to exchange information has to be provided. The requirements regard-
ing the software and hardware implementation of the BES agents are that the
agents have to be able to solve optimization problems and to provide forecasts of
certain input data of the optimization problem. Furthermore, each agent needs
access to local information, like sensor data from the controllable device or in
general the state of the BES. In general, the software agent could be running
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remotely in the cloud while a gateway provides the connection to the physical
BES and the available sensors. The gateway would also have the functionality
to transmit the commands regarding the operation of the flexible device. How-
ever, the execution of the software agent at a dedicated hardware locally at the
BES might be favorable. The local installation enables an operation also if the
communication networks fails. This is especially true, if the agent executes the
planning phase as well as the real-time execution phase. The local installation of
the agent on dedicated hardware requires that the hardware offers the required
features regarding computational performance and data handling. In general,
the installation for powerful hardware is related to costs which should kept as
low as possible. However, adequate hardware is already available through em-
bedded PCs like a Raspberry Pi for example which costs as less as 30 $. The
implementation of the decentralized energy management concept by the help
of agents running on locally installed embedded PCs would reduce significantly
the need for centrally installed hardware.
However, certain functionality and services of the EMS have still to be pro-
vided centrally. For example, a registry services would be required which pro-
vides information about available and participating agents. This way the agents
can figure out who their neighbors are and then directly establish a connection
with them. Furthermore, central services could be a weather forecast used by
the local agents to calculate the predicted thermal demand.
3.4 Modeling and simulation scenarios
As the decentralized coordination concept is based on the provision of a set
of schedules Sn by each BES agent, the calculation of the schedules is described
in detail in Section 3.4.1.
In order to provide a valid performance assessment, the performance of the
decentralized algorithm is compared to a centralized algorithm which serves
here as benchmark. The centralized algorithm considers the same boundary
conditions as the decentralized algorithm in order to enable a fair comparison.
The RPV measure as defined in Section 2.3.2 has been used to quantify the
performances. Section 3.4.2 provides the equations and procedure representing
the central coordination algorithm.
Additionally, the performance of the algorithms is compared to a reference
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scenario without any coordination among the flexible entities as introduced in
Section 3.4.3. In this case, the BES agents operate the flexible devices accord-
ing to the locally optimal or one of the optimal schedules, thus mimicking the
uncoordinated operation of the city district energy system.
3.4.1 Formulation of local optimization problems
This section describes the local optimization problems which are solved by
each individual agent independently. Concerning the local objective functions
of the agents, here two sample objective functions have been implemented. The
first objective function is regarding the minimization of the switching events of
the electro-thermal HSs. The motivation for this objective function is that the
HS owner tries to minimize switch ON and OFF actions in order to reduce the
wear and tear and increase the lifetime of the HS.
The second objective function aims at maximizing the self-consumption of on-
site generation. For example, if the HS owner has a CHP system, the operation
of the CHP is shifted towards times with high electrical demand. In case of PV
systems in combination with HPs, the operation of the HP is shifted towards
times of PV generation.
The constraints of the local optimization problems are given by the following
equations. Equations 3.1 to 3.4 are equal for both objective functions. In
detail, Equation 3.1 represents the thermal energy balance, Equation 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4 represent the thermal storage, and Equation 3.5 and 3.6 represent further
constraints regarding the modulation levels.
Q˙Dmndt = −modlvlHS1t · Q˙HS1t −modlvlHS2t · Q˙HS2t + Q˙Strgt
∀t ∈ T (3.1)
QStrgt = Q
Strg
t−1 − Q˙Strgt ·∆t (3.2)
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SoCmint ≤ Q
Strg
t
QCap,Strg
≤ SoCmaxt (3.3)
QStrgt=0 = SoC
ini ·QCap,Strg (3.4)
modlvlHS2t ≤ modlvlHS1t (3.5)
modlvlHS1t=0 = modlvl
ini,HS1 (3.6)
Equation 3.7 in combination with Equation 3.8 allows the counting of the
switch ON and switch OFF events which are expressed by a value of 1 of the
variable swtchOnHS1t or swtchOff
HS1
t respectively.
modlvlHS1t −modlvlHS1t−1 = swtchOnHS1t − swtchOffHS1t (3.7)
swtchOnHS1t + swtchOff
HS1
t ≤ 1 (3.8)
Equation 3.9 represents the electrical energy balance at each BES.(
PGridt − PHS1t ·modlvlHS1t − PHS2t ·modlvlHS2t
)
·∆t
= EDmndt − EPVt (3.9)
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Where:
modlvlHS1t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (3.10)
If the secondary heater is an electric boiler:
modlvlHS2t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (3.11)
If the secondary heater is a gas boiler:
modlvlHS2t ∈ {0} ∪ [0.2, 1.0] ∀t ∈ T (3.12)
Variables regarding switching of HS1:
swtchOnHS1t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (3.13)
swtchOffHS1t ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (3.14)
(3.15)
The first sample objective function is to minimize the switching events during
the scheduling horizon and the formulation is given by Equation 3.16.
minimize
(
T∑
t=1
swtchOnHS1t + swtchOff
HS1
t
)
(3.16)
The second objective function regarding the maximization of self-consumption,
here formulated as minimization of the demand supplied by the grid, is given
by Equation 3.17:
minimize
(
T∑
t=1
PGridt ·∆t
)
(3.17)
In order to provide a set of schedules, the optimization problem solver is pro-
grammed to provide all optimal solutions. Furthermore, the solver can provide
even more solutions which are near-optimal. The gap between the allowed near-
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optimal solutions and the optimal solution can be defined by a parameter. That
means that each agent can use a different gap depending on the willingness
to deviate from the locally optimal solution in order to provide more possible
schedules, meaning more flexibility.
The set of schedules for each HSx, here x ∈ {1,2} for primary and secondary
heater, and agent an with n ∈ N is defined according to Equation 3.18 where
each Si is a schedule.
SHSxn := {Si|∀i ∈ In} (3.18)
where In is the number of optimal or near-optimal solutions.
Each SHSxi is a vector representing the electrical power for each time step of
the scheduling horizon.
SHSxi =
(
sHSxi,1 , ...s
HSx
i,T
)
(3.19)
where: sHSxi,t := modlvl
HSx
i,t · PHSxt (3.20)
In the case of objective function 1, where the number of switching events is
minimized, the gap is defined as an absolute gap. For example, if the optimal
solution is 2 switching events, and the local BES agents allow a gap of 1, sched-
ules which have 3 or less switching events during the scheduling horizon are
added to the set of solutions.
In the case of the second sample objective function, the maximization of
the self-consumption, it is more suitable to define the gap as a relative gap.
For example, a local BES agent would allow to loose up to 20% of the self-
consumption in order to increase the flexibility it can provide to contribute to
the system level objective.
The local optimization problems are solved by the commercial solver IBM
ILOG CPLEX [51]. In order to generate a set of optimal or near-optimal solu-
tions, the built-in functions to populate a solution pool are used.
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3.4.2 Central optimization problem
In order to evaluate the performance of the decentralized coordination mech-
anisms, a central coordination algorithm has been implemented which serves
as benchmark. The central coordination algorithm is implemented as an opti-
mization problem which is also solved with the help of CPLEX from IBM. The
formulation of the optimization problem is based on the Equations 2.3 to 2.12
in Section 2.3.1.
In order to provide a fair comparison between decentralized and central co-
ordination algorithm, the local objectives of the decentralized algorithm have to
be considered in the central coordination algorithm. In order to represent the
local objectives in the global problem, first the local optimization problems have
to be solved for each BES. Then, the objective value plus the accepted solution
gap is added individually for each entity as a constraint in the global optimiza-
tion problem. Thus, the formulation of the optimization problem given by the
Equations 2.3, 2.5 to 2.12 is extended by the constraints given by Equations
3.21, 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24.
Equations 3.21 and 3.22 refer to the case in which the local objective is to
minimize the number of switching events. In the case of a local entity with this
objective and an accepted gap of 1, the right hand side of Equation 3.22 would
be 3 if the locally optimal solution would be 2. That means, that the local entity
would allow one additional switching event in comparison to the local optimum.
Equations 3.23 and 3.24 refer to the case in which the local objective is to
maximize the self-consumption of the local entity. Here, instead of formulating
the allowed deviation from the local optimum, a relative gap is defined. For
example, in the case of having the objective to maximize the self-consumption,
the local entity might allow the self-consumption to deviate 20% from the local
optimum in order to support the higher system level objectives.
modlvlHS1t,n −modlvlHS1t,n = swtchOnHS1t,n − swtchOffHS1t,n
∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (3.21)
T∑
t=1
(
swtchOnHS1t,n + swtchOff
HS1
t,n
)
≤ swtchSumHS1,lclObjV aln + absgapHS1n
∀n ∈ N (3.22)
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(
PGridt,n − PHS1t,n ·modlvlHS1t,n −PHS2t,n ·modlvlHS2t,n
)
·∆t
= EDmstcDmndt,n − EDmstcPVt,n
∀t ∈ T and ∀n ∈ N (3.23)
T∑
t=1
PGridt,n ≤ PGrid,lclObjV aln · (1 + relgapn)
∀n ∈ N (3.24)
In addition to the extension of the optimization problem introduced in Section
2.3.1 by the Equations 3.21 to 3.24, the Equation 2.4 has been adjusted in
order to differentiate between locally RES based generation within the cluster
of BESs and external RES based generation outside of the cluster. The locally
RES based power generation is due to PV systems installed at buildings and
is represented by the variable EDmstcPVt,n in Equation 3.25. This formulation
allows for assigning a PV system to each individual BESs. Thus, the power
generation due to the installation of the PV system can be considered in the
local energy optimization, like the maximization of the self-consumption.
ERemaindert = E
ExternalRES
t
+
N∑
n=1
(
EDmstcDmndt,n + E
DmstcPV
t,n
+ PHS1n,t ·modlvlHS1t,n ·∆t+ PHS2n,t ·modlvlHS2t,n ·∆t
)
∀t ∈ T (3.25)
3.4.3 Uncoordinated operation
In the case of the uncoordinated operation, each BES agent calculates only the
optimal schedule by solving the optimization problem described by Equations
3.1 to 3.17. As each agent provides only one schedule, there is no flexibility
which can be used for higher level coordination. Thus, the aggregation of the
locally optimal schedules and the original fluctuations represent the remainder.
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This represents the case when the operation of the individual agents is not
coordinated and each BES agent operates according to the local optimum.
3.5 Decentralized Coordination Algorithms
The decentralized coordination algorithms presented here aim at enabling a
fully decentralized and distributed implementation. The algorithms are inspired
by and based on the work of Ogston. Ogston introduced a heuristic coordination
algorithm, referred to as Desync algorithm, which chooses one schedule from
each agent’s set of schedules such that the set of aggregated schedules fulfills
best the system level objective [52]. The Desync algorithm iterates over the list
of agents and chooses from each agent the schedule which fits best to the current
remainder.
In this work, several extensions to the basic Desync algorithm have been
developed in order to improve the performance. Furthermore, all the Desync
versions presented in this work have been implemented to work in a distributed
way. This means that in contrast to the Desync algorithm presented by Ogston,
the central coordinator which selects the combination of schedules out of the
provided set of schedules has been removed. Instead, each agent executes one of
the enhanced versions of the Desync algorithm which are introduced in this work.
In detail, when an agent receives a fluctuation curve, it searches the schedule
in its set of schedules which serves the global objective best. Thus, the list of
agents as used by the central coordinator in Ogston’s work is transformed into
a network of agents where each agent an has a predecessor an−1 and successor
an+1.
The search for the optimal schedule executed at each agent can be formulated
as an optimization problem as given by Equations 3.26 and 3.27.
minimize
(
Remainderlcln,max −Remainderlcln,min
)
(3.26)
where: Remainderlcln,max = max(Remainder
lcl
n,t) ∀t ∈ T
Remainderlcln,min = min(Remainder
lcl
n,t) ∀t ∈ T
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Remainderlcln,t =
I∑
i=1
(
(sHS1i,t + s
HS2
i,t ) · bi
)
+Remainderlcln−1,t
∀t ∈ T (3.27)
where:
I∑
i=1
bi = 1 and bi ∈ {0, 1}
Equation 3.26 represents the objective function of the agents and aims at min-
imizing the difference between the maximum and the minimum value of the local
remainder for the actual horizon. Equation 3.27 represents the calculation of the
actual local remainder Remainderlcln,t based on the remainder Remainder
lcl
n−1,t
provided by the predecessor agent an−1.
After selecting the optimal schedule, the updated remainder as sum of the
incoming remainder received from the preceding agent an−1 and the selected
schedule, is forwarded to the subsequent agent an+1.
3.5.1 Iterative Desync Algorithm (IDA)
The first extension of the Desync algorithm, referred to as IDA, differentiates
itself from the original Desync algorithm, as further iterations are executed
after every agent has selected a schedule. Thus, the agents can check if another
choice regarding the selected schedule would improve the solution. The iteration
terminates at the agent which detects that the solution has not changed since
the last iteration loop.
The execution of the IDA requires that the agents form a network where each
agent has and knows its successor. Thus, the topology of the network is a ring
network.
The IDA is described by pseudo code in Algorithm 1. Here, the algorithm is
described from a central point of view. The initialization of the Fluctuations
referred to in line 1 means that the initial fluctuations are determined which
should be balanced in the following procedure. The fluctuations might comprise
local load due to the BESs, non-flexible generation like from local PV systems
but also non-flexible external generation for example by wind and PV genera-
tion. The initialization of the fluctuations can be realized also in a decentralized
procedure. First, each agent calculates the forecast of non-flexible loads or gen-
eration, and second, the agent adds the local non-flexible load or generation to
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Desync Algorithm (IDA)
1: Initialize Fluctuations
2: for all agents an ∈ N do
3: Solve local optimization problem
4: Populate solution pool → SHSxn
5: end for
6: Remainder0 ← Fluctuations
7: for all agents an ∈ N do
8: ln = 0
9: converged = FALSE
10: while converged == FALSE do
11: if ln > 0 then
12: if Remaindern−1 == Remainder∗n then
13: converged == TRUE
14: else
15: an → calculate Remaindern−1 without s∗l−1 (revert)
16: end if
17: end if
18: an → select best schedule s∗l (according to Equations 3.26, 3.27)
19: an → store corresponding schedule s∗l
20: an → pass Remainder∗n to an+1
21: ln + +
22: an ← an+1
23: end while
24: end for
the fluctuations curve the agent received from its predecessor an−1. Third, the
agent itself forwards the updated fluctuations to its successor an+1.
After the initialization of the fluctuations, each agent solves the local opti-
mization problem which has been introduced in Section 3.4.1 and referred to
by lines 2-5 in Algorithm 1. The calculated set of schedules SHSxn is stored at
each agent for the later negotiation process. The for loop can be executed in
parallel as the local optimization problem of each agent is independent from
other agents.
The while loop from line 10 to 23 is executed until the algorithm converges.
The convergence criterion is defined in line 12 and is checked the first time in
the second iteration loop. Furthermore, from the second iteration loop on, the
incoming remainder from predecessor agent an−1 has to be reverted in order
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to start the selection of the best schedule without the influence of the previous
iteration (see line 15). In line 18 to 20, the local agent searches for the best
suitable schedule within its set of schedules, stores the schedule, and finally
passes the intermediate remainder on to the successor agent.
Regarding the communication effort, measured as number of messages, the
IDA algorithms sends per iteration as many messages as participating agents
are in the cluster. For example, a cluster with 100 agents and a convergence
of the algorithm after exactly 5 iterations, would lead to 500 messages which
would have been sent during the coordination procedure. In the simplest case,
the content of the message is a vector with the length equal to the number
of time steps in an horizon. Each vector element refers to the remainder at a
certain time step.
3.5.2 Parallel Iterative Desync Algorithm (PIDA)
The heuristic, referred to as IDA and described in the previous Section 3.5.1,
searches actually only a small partition of the whole solution space and might
converge to a local optimum. In order to increase the partition of the solution
space which is searched, and increase the chance to find better local optima
or even the global optimum, the IDA has been extended to the the so-called
Parallel Iterative Desync Algorithm (PIDA).
The main difference of the PIDA is that each agent starts to search for the
most suitable schedule within its set of schedules. Then each agent forwards the
resulting remainder to the subsequent agent. Within PIDA, the part of IDA
described by the lines 10 to 23 in Algorithm 1 is executed continuously at each
agent, triggered by the reception of a new message.
The PIDA enables a parallel execution of the local search processes for the
locally most suitable schedule. Thus, not only one of the agents is performing
the local search at a time but all of the agents. Due to the parallel execution,
the runtime of the PIDA will not increase under the assumption of an equal
runtime at each local agent. However, due to this parallelization, the number
of messages increases significantly. Precisely, the number of messages is equal
to the number of messages due to IDA times the number of agents.
Considering the implementation, the data handling at each agent has to be
changed in order to handle several intermediate solutions. The differences to
IDA are described by Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Parallel Iterative Desync Algorithm
1: ...
2: while convergedAll == FALSE do
3: if ln > 0 then
4: if Remaindernorigin,n−1 == Remainder
∗
norigin,n then
5: convergednorigin == TRUE
6: if all convergednorigin = TRUE ∀norigin ∈ N then
7: convergedAll == TRUE
8: end if
9: else
10: an → calculate Remaindernorigin,n−1 without s∗norigin,ln−1 (revert)
11: end if
12: end if
13: an → select best schedule s∗norigin,ln (according to Equations 3.26, 3.27)
14: an → store corresponding schedule s∗norigin,ln
15: an → pass Remainder∗norigin,n to an+1
16: ln + +
17: an ← an+1
18: end while
The main difference is that the message sent from agent to agent needs an
identifier which is here the ID of the agent anorigin who created the message
and calculated the first remainder. Each agent has to store the message ID and
the related local optimal schedule in order to be able to revert the operation in
the next iteration and search for an alternative better schedule. Furthermore, it
has to be tracked if all of the parallel iterations have converged. If all iterations
converged the coordination procedure for the actual period terminates.
3.6 Simulation based performance analysis of
decentralized coordination algorithms
The performance of the decentralized coordination algorithms which have
been described in Section 3.5 will be analyzed within this section. The per-
formance of the algorithms has been analyzed once regarding the load shaping
performance and once regarding the computational performance and communi-
cation load. In order to analyze the load shaping performance, the decentralized
coordination algorithms will be compared to an equivalent central computed al-
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gorithm. The analysis carried out in this section are based on simulations.
3.6.1 Simulation scenario
In order to assess and verify the performance of the coordination algorithms
under different conditions, different simulation scenarios have to be defined.
The following sections describe the data and definitions used to generate the
simulation scenarios.
3.6.1.1 Data sources for simulation scenarios
This section describes the input data and procedure to generate a diverse
but yet realistic set of BES model parameters which are used to create clusters
of BESs. In general, the specific thermal demand of a building is dependent
on several factors, like the geographical location, the construction year, the
used construction and insulation material as well as undertaken refurbishments.
Furthermore, also the energy related behavior of the inhabitants influences the
specific thermal demand of a building. However, the specification of those input
data would lead to a very specific data set and thus a very specific simulation
scenario. Thus, for the general analyses in this work, data from publicly available
statistics has been used which provide average data for Germany. The sources
regarding the input data for the specific thermal demand, the size of apartments
as well as the number of apartments in buildings is described in the following
paragraphs. The general procedure to create the data sets follows the description
in Section 2.2.4.
In order to represent the specific thermal demand of buildings, the data shown
in Table 3.1 has been used. The data set provides distributions of the specific
thermal demand for different building types. The building types are classified by
number of apartments. In general it can be observed that the specific thermal
demand decreases with increasing number of apartments per building.
Another important figure which is needed to calculate the absolute thermal
demand of a building is the net dwelling area of the apartments. This data
can also be provided by statistics. Depending on the number of apartments
within a building, the size of its apartments is determined according to data
extracted from [54]. Since no further accurate statistics are available, only three
different sizing options are considered as listed in Table 3.2. It is assumed that
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Apartments in building
Specific thermal demand
in kWh/m2 a 1 2 3-6 7-12 > 12
40-80 2.1 % 6.5 % 8.1 % 9.5 % 9.8 %
80-120 9.7 % 20.5 % 28.9 % 36.8 % 40.4 %
120-160 19.1 % 28.6 % 33.0 % 35.0 % 33.9 %
160-200 24.3 % 22.2 % 18.6 % 13.7 % 12.1 %
200-240 21.9 % 12.2 % 7.5 % 3.5 % 2.8 %
240-280 9.3 % 5.8 % 2.5 % 1.0 % 0.6 %
280-320 5.3 % 2.7 % 0.8 % 0.3 % 0.1 %
320-560 8.3 % 1.7 % 0.5 % 0.3 % 0.2 %
Table 3.1: Specific thermal demand depending on building type; Data source:
[53]
all apartments within one building have the same size.
Number of Apartment
apartments size
1 128.5m2
2 101.1m2
> 2 68.0m2
Table 3.2: Apartment size depending on building type; Data source: [54]
In order to create a scenario with a set of residential buildings, another statis-
tic is required which provides the share of the different building types. Figure
3.1 shows the share of the building types in respect to the total building stock
classified by the number of apartments. In Germany, almost two thirds of all
buildings are one-dwelling buildings, 17.2% are buildings with two apartments,
11.8% have 3 to 6 apartments while the missing 5.9% have more than 6 apart-
ments [53, p. 30].
Using the data presented here allows for generating data sets, each represent-
ing a different but yet realistic annual thermal demand of a residential building.
Scaling the standard thermal load profiles with the annual thermal demand
provides a specific time series representing the thermal demand throughout the
example year.
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65.1%
17.2%
11.8%
4.7%
1.2%
1 Apartment
2 Apartments
3-6 Apartments
7-12 Apartments
> 12 Apartments
Figure 3.1: Share of different building types in Germany regarding number of
apartments; Data source: [53, p. 30]
The net dwelling area used to define the thermal demand of the building is
also used to define the annual electrical demand, meaning due to the use of
appliances by the inhabitants, of the building. It is assumed that the electrical
demand is related to the net dwelling area as described in [39, p. 25], here a value
of 31.7 kWh/m2 a is used. The time series of the electrical demand is represented
by the SLPs provided by E.ON Mitte for the year 2012 which are based on the
BDEW SLPs [38].
In order to consider the contribution of the fluctuations due to PV and wind
based power generation, the data and assumptions described in the following
paragraphs have been applied. As it is assumed here, that the PV generation
is based on locally installed systems, a data set representing the PV generation
due to the local weather conditions is required. This data set has been generated
by simulating a PV system using the in Section 2.2.4 described weather data
for the reference area. In order to consider different sizes regarding the installed
peak power of PV systems, firstly, the resulting data set has been standardized
to an annual generation of 1000 kWh/a, and secondly the data has been scaled in
order to meet the annual generation for each specific PV system. The annual
generation of each specific PV system has been generated according to data
regarding the specific energy generation and the size of the PV system. The
specific annual energy generation has been set to 918 kWh/kWp a according to
Heesen et al [55]. The data regarding the distribution of the sizes of the PV
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systems has been provided by the german federal grid agency [10]. Here, only
PV system in the range between 1.5 kWp and 10 kWp have been considered.
Regarding the wind based generation it has been assumed that the wind tur-
bines are installed outside of the considered city district and are not assigned
to an individual BES. However, wind power generation contributes to the fluc-
tuations and is assigned to each cluster according to the share of wind energy
and thus considered according to the description in Section 2.2.5.
3.6.1.2 Scenario definition
In order to test the coordination algorithms presented here, a set of simulation
scenarios as described in the following paragraphs has been created. A simula-
tion scenario consists of a cluster which comprises a certain number of BESs.
The individual buildings are defined by parameter sets which have been gener-
ated out of the data described in Section 3.6.1.1. In general, it has been defined
that 20% of the BESs are equipped with a HP as primary heater and 20% are
equipped with a CHP system as primary heater. The remaining buildings are
equipped with a non-electro-thermal HS and thus do not provide any flexibility.
Furthermore, the share of RES based generation is set to 50% comprising wind
power and solar power based generation. The solar power based generation is
provided by small scale PV systems assigned to individual BESs. The thermal
storage capacity has been defined via the RSC which has a value of 3.0.
In general, the objective of the clusters is to perform load shaping in order to
level out the fluctuations. Here, it is assumed that the objective of the clusters
is to achieve a flat remaining load curve. The fluctuations result from the load
of the comprised BESs, the local generation due to PV systems and external
wind power generation which is assigned to each cluster. The flexible entities
which have to be coordinated in order to perform the load shaping are the
electro-thermal HSs of the BESs.
In contrast to the global or cluster objective, it is assumed that each BES has
its own local objective. However, it is also assumed that each BES is willing
to support the global objective and thus is willing to deviate from the local
optimum up to a certain degree.
For the following simulations it is assumed that BESs which are equipped with
a CHP systems have the local objective to maximize their self-consumption.
This is reasonable as the reimbursement for energy supplied to the grid is less
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then the actual electricity price. For BESs which are equipped with a HP the
objective is in general to minimize the number of switching events. However,
in case the BES is also equipped with a PV system and the PV generation
exceeds the electrical demand, the objective of the BES is changed and aims at
maximizing the self-consumption. In order to provide flexibility and contribute
to the global cluster objective, it is assumed that BESs with the local objective
to maximize the self-consumption are willing to accept a 20% reduction of their
self-consumption. For BES with the objective to minimize switching of their
devices, it is assumed that the gap between optimal and accepted solution range
is 2.0. The scheduling horizon has been set to 24 hours while the time steps are
900s.
3.6.2 Annual performance of decentralized coordination
algorithms
In order to analyze the performance of IDA and PIDA, the algorithms have
been applied to different simulation scenarios. Each simulation scenario is a clus-
ter of BESs which have been parameterized by the help of the statistical data
described in Section 3.6.1. This allows the assessment of the performance of
the presented algorithms for different city district configurations. Additionally
to the application of the coordination algorithms, the scenarios have been sim-
ulated applying an uncoordinated operation of the individual HSs as described
in Section 3.4.3.
Figure 3.2 depicts the remainder of the three different cases throughout the
reference year. Here, one scenario out of the simulated scenarios is shown as
example. The scenario simulated here comprises in total 100 BESs. It can
be seen that the peaks due to the uncoordinated operation can be reduced
significantly for both algorithms, IDA and PIDA.
In order to analyze the performance of the algorithms in more detail, the
already introduced performance measure RPV is used to compare the perfor-
mances.
Figure 3.3 shows the RPV throughout the year for the three different cases.
Furthermore, Figure 3.3 depicts the reference line with a constant RPV value
of 1.0. The reference line represents the case in which no electro-thermal HSs
would be installed. It can be seen that due to the installation of electro-thermal
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Figure 3.2: Remainder under different coordination algorithms for exemplary
scenario with 100 BESs; RSC: 3.0; Share of RESs: 50 %
HSs but without coordination of their operation, the fluctuations increase, here
represented by a RPV value higher then 1.0. Especially during the heating
season, here winter, spring and autumn, the RPV increases. During the summer
the impact of the uncoordinated operation of the HSs is less as the thermal
demand and thus the operation of the HSs is reduced.
In contrast, the coordination of the operation of the electro-thermal HSs here
via IDA and PIDA can reduce the remaining fluctuations, referred to as remain-
der. Most of the time during the year, the RPV value of the remainder is lower
then the reference line, meaning that the electro-thermal HS help to reduce the
fluctuations. The average RPV value for IDA is 0.64 and for PIDA 0.60. This
means the average performance of PIDA is 6.3 % better than IDA.
Regarding the performance of both algorithms, it can be stated that the
best load shaping performance can be achieved during spring and autumn time
while the performance drops during winter and summer time. The performance
reduction during summer is due to the fact the thermal demand is low and thus
only reduced flexibility is available which can be exploited. The performance
drop during the winter is caused by the fact that due to the higher thermal
demand, the HSs are operating most of the time to cover the thermal demand.
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Figure 3.3: RPV under different coordination algorithms for exemplary scenario
with 100 BESs; RSC: 3.0; Share of RESs: 50 %
The rather continuous operation also does not yield a lot of flexibility which can
be used for load shaping or coordination.
In order to analyze the performance of the algorithms under different con-
ditions, meaning different configured city districts, the algorithms have been
applied to different simulation scenarios. The simulation scenarios have been
generated based on the data described in Section 3.6.1.1. Here, also clusters of
different sizes have been generated in order to analyze the impact of the cluster
size on the performance.
For each cluster size, here 50, 100, 150 and 200 BESs, ten simulation scenarios
have been generated and simulated while applying the coordination algorithms,
IDA, PIDA and Uncoordinated.
Figure 3.4 presents the annual average RPV for each simulation scenario. The
results show that in general PIDA achieves a better performance compared to
IDA for the same cluster size. Furthermore, it can be seen that the performance
increases for an increasing number of BESs in the cluster. Also the spread
of the performances decreases with increasing number of flexible entities, here
BESs. The increase of the performance with an increasing number of entities is
expected and has been discussed in the previous chapter. This is due to the fact
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Figure 3.4: Annual average RPV for different cluster sizes and different algo-
rithms. For each algorithm/cluster size set, 10 simulation runs have
been executed; RSC: 3.0; Share of RESs: 50 %
that a larger number of BES provide more flexibility and thus a higher number
of combinatorial options. Furthermore, the ranges in which the resulting RPV
values fall, become smaller with an increasing cluster size. This is due to the
fact that a larger cluster can compensate the impact of individual BESs with
reduced flexibility.
The results show that the decentralized coordination algorithms can reduce
the fluctuations significantly. In the case of clusters with 100 BESs, IDA de-
creases in average the value of the annual average RPV to 0.67 compared to 1.21
for the uncoordinated operation. PIDA achieves a further reduction of the RPV
value to 0.63. For clusters with 200 BESs the reduction of the annual average
RPV is up to 48 % under the operation of PIDA.
3.6.3 Scalability of decentralized coordination algorithms
The scalability of the here presented decentralized coordination algorithms,
IDA and PIDA, is analyzed in respect of the induced communication load.
As outlined in previous sections, larger clusters of BESs in general induce
higher computational load or in decentralized coordination algorithms higher
communication load. Thus, the communication load is analyzed here in depen-
dence of the cluster size and for the two presented algorithms.
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Figure 3.5: Number of annual messages for different cluster sizes and different
coordination algorithms
Figure 3.5 shows the total number of messages during one year of operation
for different algorithms and different cluster sizes. The coordination algorithms
have been executed every 24 hours. For both algorithms it can be stated that
the number of messages increases with the number of BESs within a cluster.
The execution of PIDA requires significantly more messages than the execution
of IDA. This is due to the parallel execution of the local searches and passing of
the intermediate remainder to the subsequent agents as introduced in Section
3.5.2.
The number of iterations per execution of the coordination algorithm for
different cluster sizes is shown in Figure 3.6. The results show that for the same
cluster size, PIDA takes more iterations until it converges compared to IDA.
Furthermore, the results show that for both algorithms the number of iterations
increases by increasing the number of BESs in the cluster from 50 to 100. A
further increase of the cluster size, from 100 to 150, and to 200 BESs, however,
does not lead to a further increase of the number of iterations.
The increase of the iterations by increasing the number of BESs from 50 to
100 can be explained by the fact that more BESs in a cluster provide more
flexibility and thus more combinatorial options which can be exploited for load
shaping. The result that a further increase of the cluster size does not lead to a
further increase of the average number of iterations, shows that the additional
flexibility due to additional BES cannot be exploited by the algorithms presented
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Figure 3.6: Number of average iterations for different cluster sizes and different
coordination algorithms
here. This is in line with the results regarding the load shaping performance
presented in Section 3.6.2 and Figure 3.4 where the increase of the cluster size
did not show any significant further performance gains.
3.6.4 Comparison of decentralized coordination algorithms with
central optimization
In order to evaluate the load shaping performance of the algorithms intro-
duced here, the performance is compared with the results obtained with the
execution of a central optimization problem. The central optimization problem
has been described in Section 3.4.2.
For the comparison of the decentralized coordination algorithms with a cen-
trally solved optimization problem, a simplified simulation scenario has been
set up. The simplified simulation scenario consists of BESs which are identical
concerning their electrical and thermal demand and are representing a single
family house. All other parameters, regarding share of different HSs, share of
RES based generation and storage size are set as described in Section 3.6.1.2.
For the comparison of the load shaping performance, two clusters have been
generated: one comprising 50 BES and the other 100 BESs. The computation
time of the central algorithm has been limited to 600,000 ticks per scheduling
process which is executed once per day. The ticks represent a machine and
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actual machine load independent measure for spent computation time. On the
here used machine, 600,000 ticks refer a wall clock computation time of around
15 minutes. Thus, this is the time which is assumed to be available to solve the
scheduling problem in a real world application, where for example the scheduling
process is started at quarter to midnight and has to be finished at midnight in
order to start the operation of the devices according to the schedules.
The annual average RPV of the central optimization is shown for both clus-
ter sizes in Figure 3.7 together with the values for IDA and PIDA and the
uncoordinated operation.
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Figure 3.7: RPV under different coordination algorithms for exemplary scenario
with 50 and 100 BESs; RSC: 3.0; Share of RESs: 50 %
The results show that as expected the central optimization reveals a better
performance than the two decentralized coordination algorithms. This is due
to the fact the central optimization algorithm has access to all the data of the
individual BES and can solve the problem from a global point of view. In case of
the cluster with 50 BESs, the performance of the central optimization algorithm
is 29.2% better than the performance of PIDA. For the cluster with 100 BES,
the performance improvement is 10.1%.
Regarding the performance of the decentralized coordination algorithms, the
load shaping performance increases with an increasing cluster size as expected
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also from the results of previous analyses. However, the performance of the
central optimization algorithm decreases by increasing the cluster size from 50
to 100 BESs. The decrease of the performance is contrary to the expected
result that a increased cluster size should provide more flexibility and thus
better load shaping performance. The explanation for this result is that the
calculation time has been limited to 600,000 ticks as described above. The
increased cluster size increases in general the number of decision variables and
thus the required computation time. Due to the time limit, the solver cannot
solve the optimization problem to the optimal solution and thus provides as an
annual average a reduced performance compared to the scenario with a cluster
of 50 BESs.
In a real-life implementation it has advantages that the scheduling process is
executed shortly before the actual execution of the determined schedules. This
way, the uncertainty regarding state variables like the SoC can be minimized
and the derived plans have a higher accuracy. Thus, the coordination algorithms
introduced here could provide an alternative to central optimization in real-life
environments, especially for larger cluster sizes.
Although, better formulations of the central optimization problem, future
improvements of solver and computing hardware, would improve the result of
the central optimization, the decentralized coordination algorithms have further
advantages. Those advantages are regarding data privacy but also the fact that
the central installation of powerful computing hardware can be avoided.
3.7 Discussion and summary
Two decentralized coordination approaches have been introduced and de-
scribed in this chapter. The decentralized coordination algorithms can be im-
plemented in a fully decentralized and distributed way such that data privacy
of the individual participating entities, here BESs represented by agents, can be
facilitated. Furthermore, the introduced algorithms provide a simple interface
and the solving procedure of the local optimization problem is decoupled from
the global coordination procedure which allows also the individual entities to
use different solvers and algorithms. This fact increases the applicability for
future deployments of such algorithms.
The simulation results which have been generated by different simulation sce-
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narios show that the decentralized coordination algorithms are able to achieve
a significant fluctuation reduction compared to the case of the uncoordinated
operation. For larger scenarios with 150 and more BESs in a cluster, the re-
duction of the fluctuations measured according to the defined RPV measure are
almost 50 %.
Furthermore, the results reveal that the load shaping performance does not
improve significantly by increasing the cluster size beyond 150 BESs. This shows
that already clusters with 150 BESs and actually just 60 of them with an electro-
thermal HS can provide load shaping. Thus, the algorithms might be suitable
for energy cooperatives or also applicable for energy management in individual
low-voltage distribution grids and thus allow a contribution in the solution of
local issues, for example grid congestions.
Regarding the scalability of the decentralized coordination algorithms it is
shown that the number of iterations per negotiation procedure does not increase
with an increasing number of BESs in the cluster after a cluster size of 100 has
been reached. This means that the number of sent messages grows linearly with
the number of entities in the network.
The comparison between the two introduced algorithms, IDA and PIDA,
showed that PIDA outperforms IDA, in average by more than 5 %. However,
the execution of PIDA requires significantly more messages. Depending on the
cost of sending messages, it has to be decided if it is worth to execute PIDA.
The comparison between the decentralized coordination algorithms and a cen-
tral optimization problem revealed, that in general the performance of the de-
centralized algorithms is lower than the one of centralized algorithms. However,
the decentralized coordination algorithms have their advantages, like avoidance
of central hardware installations and an increased data privacy. Furthermore,
for larger clusters it becomes difficult to solve the central optimization problem
and the performance difference between centralized and decentralized solution
becomes smaller due to possible time restrictions which do not allow the central
solver to run until the optimal solution is found.
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Simulation Platform for City
District Energy Systems
The development process of EMS for city district energy systems comprises
typically several development steps. At a first step, the energy management
algorithms can be developed and analyzed by the help of predefined inout data
as done for example in Chapter 3. However, this does not allow testing energy
management algorithms and EMSs under dynamic boundary conditions. Thus,
in a second development step the algorithms are exposed to dynamic boundary
conditions. This second step can be supported by appropriate simulation tools.
Simulation tools allow testing and tuning of the algorithms in a safe environment
and enable the repeatability of experiments. In order to generate meaningful
results and draw valid conclusions due to the simulation results, it is important
to build the simulation scenario out of reliable models and provide a reliable
simulation environment.
Furthermore, as a city district energy system comprises in general a large
number of entities, the simulation tool has to provide a computational perfor-
mance which allows the analysis of such a large system within a reasonable
computation time.
This chapter introduces a simulation platform which has been designed to
perform the introduced analyses of large scale city district energy systems. The
proposed simulation platform aims at reusing existing models and simulators
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but also exploiting the parallel computing features of state of the art simulation
hardware.
The structure of this chapter has been defined as in the following: Section
4.1 introduces the requirements for the later proposed simulation platform. In
Section 4.2, the related work is introduced and the shortcomings of the presented
approaches are discussed, while in Section 4.3 the approach of the developed
simulation platform is described in detail. The implementation of the platform
is described in Section 4.4, followed by the description of the platform integration
in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, the performance of the platform is evaluated with
respect to the requirements which have been defined in Section 4.1. Section
4.7 provides a discussion of the applied approaches and an outlook for further
improvements.
This work has been published to a certain extend in [56] and the developed
simulation platform is referred to as MESCOS.
4.1 Requirements for City District Energy System
Simulation platform
In order to derive the requirements regarding the features of the simulation
platform, a simulation scenario representing a possible future city district energy
system is introduced. The here described simulation scenario allows for deriving
the required modeling features which induce further requirements regarding the
computational performance.
The example scenario of a possible City District Energy System is depicted
in Figure 4.1. The system comprises a large number of individual entities,
here BESs. The BESs within a city district might differ largely regarding their
construction age, size, number of inhabitants and energy consumption. Further-
more, the BESs might differ regarding their thermal energy supply systems. For
example, the BESs might be equipped with a HP system, CHP system, Electri-
cal Heater (EH) or a Condensing Boiler (CB) as internal thermal energy supply
system, others might be connected to a district heating system. Each BES is
connected to the electrical grid and might be as well connected to the gas grid.
Furthermore, some of the BESs might have installed a PV system which are not
depicted in 4.1.
In consideration of the future smart grid, it is assumed that each BES is
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Figure 4.1: City District Energy System
equipped with a so-called Smart Energy Gateway (SEG) which represents an
interface between the local control system of the BES and a higher level con-
trol system. The higher level control system is referred to as the City District
Energy Management System (CDEMS). The function of the CDEMS is to coor-
dinate the operation of the entities such that system objectives are met as far as
possible. System objectives could be not to overload the local distribution grid
and/or balance power fluctuations due to local load and generation conditions
and/or to reduce primary energy consumption.
The internal structure of the CDEMS depends strongly on the architecture of
the control and energy management algorithms. For example, in the case of a
fully decentralized EMS, the CDEMS might consist of intelligent agents which
represent each entity in the coordination process. Furthermore, the CDEMS
could comprise an electricity market or in a rather centralized EMS system a
VPP operator.
4.1.1 Requirement 1: Dynamic simulation of BESs
The first requirement for a simulation platform for city district energy systems
is to be able to perform dynamic simulations of BESs. The dynamic simulation
of BESs includes the building structure, internal energy supply systems as well
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as the impact of the inhabitants [57].
The dynamic simulation of the building reveals information like the indoor
temperature which is an important input variable for building control systems.
The indoor temperature depends, besides the environmental conditions, on the
dynamic set-temperatures related to the presence of the inhabitants. Further-
more, the presence of the inhabitants is related to the actual use and demand of
further electrical devices. The operation of those electrical devices often leads
to waste heat which contributes to the thermal supply of the building and thus
influences the indoor temperature. The use of electrical devices, e.g. like an
oven, can hardly be predicted, and their inclusion in the simulation allows eval-
uating the control systems regarding their capability to react to disturbances.
A thoroughly analysis of control and energy management algorithms which aim
at exploiting a defined indoor temperature range requires ultimately a dynamic
simulations as pre-calculated thermal demand profiles are not adequate. Also,
the dynamic calculation of the indoor temperature enables the user of the sim-
ulation platform to evaluate the resulting comfort of the inhabitants due to the
control and energy management algorithms under investigation.
The dynamic simulation of the internal energy supply systems of a BES is
also required to perform adequate analyses. Especially, in the scenario described
here, a detailed model of the HS and the thermal storage is required. For
example, in the case of a HP system, the HP has to start a de-icing process once
in a while during which no thermal output of the HP is generated. Furthermore,
the actual COP of a HP depends strongly on the temperature difference between
source and sink temperature. In the case of an air-to-water HP, the source
temperature depends on the ambient temperature. The sink temperature is
related to the ambient temperature via the heating curve but also related to
the actual SoC of the water tank. Thus, in addition to the thermal generator,
a dynamic model of the storage system might be required.
The representation of the dynamics and the non-linear behavior of the HSs
is often neglected in EMSs for practical and computational reasons. Therefore,
the behavior of a real heating system might differ during the operation from
the anticipated behavior in the planning. However, the dynamic representation
of those systems in the simulation platform allows for evaluating how well the
energy management and control algorithms deal with such deviations.
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4.1.2 Requirement 2: Simulation of energy supply infrastructure
One of the objectives of the smart grid is the better exploitation of existing
infrastructure. Considering the integration of RESs and the adaptation of the
electrical demand to compensate the fluctuating power output of RESs, the
electrical power flows in certain parts of the electrical grid might even become
more dynamic. Thus, the impact on the supplying infrastructure of energy
management algorithms like the ones described in the previous chapters has
to be analyzed. In order to analyze energy management algorithms regarding
their impact on the electrical grid infrastructure, it is required that a simulation
platform is able to integrate and perform simulations of this infrastructure.
The integration of the electrical grid into the simulation enables to user of the
platform to gain insights into possible grid congestions and overload conditions.
Furthermore, the development of energy management algorithms which actively
react to certain grid states can be supported.
4.1.3 Requirement 3: Simulation of control and energy
management algorithms
The efficient operation of a CDEMS requires control and energy management
algorithms at different system levels, speaking system and application control
level [40]. On the system control level, the coordination among different enti-
ties is performed, while at the application control level, the safe and reliable
operation of the individual entities is realized.
Referring to the introduced example scenario, the system control level would
refer to the CDEMS where the focus is on the higher level objectives and the
coordination among the different entities. The application level control would
be the controller at each entity which has once the function to execute the
commands defined at the system control level but also to guarantee a stable
and safe operation of the individual devices. This means that at the application
control level, the commands from the system control level can be overruled
if certain local conditions do not allow the execution of this commands. For
example, if the command from the system control level is to turn the HP on,
but the storage is fully charged, the command will be ignored as long as the
local condition does not allow it. The other way around, if the system control
level command signals to turn off the HP but this would mean that the desired
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indoor temperature cannot be kept or reached, the command will be ignored as
well.
Regarding the implementation of the system control level, the simulation plat-
form should provide the necessary flexibility to implement different governance
and communication structures, for example like the ones introduced in Section
3.1.
4.1.4 Requirement 4: Computational performance
In addition to the mentioned requirements regarding modeling and simula-
tion, the development of the simulation platform faces requirements regarding
the computational performance, as a city district energy system may consist of a
large number of entities as well as connecting networks. The simulation platform
has to be able to integrate and execute such a large number of dynamic mod-
els. Furthermore, the platform has to be able to perform the required network
computations. In the case of an electrical network, the network might consist of
several thousand nodes. Regarding the CDEMS, the simulation platform has to
be able to integrate and execute algorithms which are able to deal with several
hundred involved entities.
Furthermore, it is required to perform simulations of city district energy sys-
tems for simulation times up to a year. This allows for analyzing the perfor-
mance of city district energy systems under various and changing conditions,
e.g. during winter, summer as well as transition times. A full year simulation
will provide more meaningful results as the results are not dependent on the
conditions of a specifically selected time period of the year.
The full year simulation as described above should be executed within an
as short as possible computation time as in a typical use case scenario, the
user of the simulation platform would like to run several simulations in order
to compare different algorithms or different configurations of the city district
energy system.
4.2 Related work
In the last years, several tools for simulating and analyzing city district en-
ergy systems have been presented in literature by different research groups and
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developers.
Manfren et al. reviews methods, models and simulation tools for urban energy
systems [58]. The reviewed tools HOMER [59] and EnergyPlan [60] are the ones
which could fit the introduced requirements the most and are further described
in the following sections.
HOMER has been developed for simulating and analyzing micro-grid system.
The tool can be used for executing technical feasibility studies and can compare
different system configurations based on life-cycle costs. The typical analysis
with HOMER is based on a full-year simulation, while the input data has an
hourly resolution. HOMER does only support rule-based control and energy
management systems.
EnergyPlan aims at providing a tool which the user can use to run techno-
economic analyses of energy systems configurations and derive technical feasible
and economical planning strategies [58]. Like HOMER, EnergyPlan uses hourly
input data.
However, the described tools and other reviewed tools in [58] do not fit the
requirements introduced in Section 4.1. All of the tools do not perform dy-
namic simulations of buildings and the building energy supply systems. Also,
the provided data in look-up tables has often only a resolution of one hour and
thus does not provide the option to perform testing of short-term compensation
algorithms. The tools use rather pre-calculated thermal demand profiles. Fur-
thermore, the simulation tools do not allow incorporating electrical grid models
and use only energy balance calculation. Regarding the provision of control and
energy management algorithms, the reviewed tools are rather limited and allow
only rule-based control actions. Thus, the tools do not provide the option to
include sophisticated algorithms and do not enable different objectives for the
individual entities.
The IDEAS tool which has been developed at KU Leuven and presented in
the context of several analyses overcomes some of the shortcomings of the pre-
viously introduced tools [61][62][57]. The IDEAS tool is mainly a library which
has been implemented using the modeling and language Modelica [63]. Thus,
IDEAS enables dynamic simulations of building as well as building internal and
external energy supply systems. The IDEAS library has been made available as
source code at GitHub [64]. Although, the IDEAS tool offers a useful library, so-
phisticated control and energy management algorithms including planning and
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optimization cannot be implemented directly in Modelica. Thus, the studies
presented in [61], [62] and [57] using the IDEAS tools use all rule-based energy
management systems.
The extension of the IDEAS tool in order to include sophisticated control
and energy management algorithms would require the coupling or integration
of the IDEAS library with or in another simulation tool. The approach of
coupling several simulation tools is known as co-simulation. The advantage of
co-simulation is that several commercial-off-the-shelf simulators can be com-
bined into one simulation platform. A further advantage is that available tools,
each with particular features for the specific domain, as well as existing model
libraries can be leveraged on. The reuse of existing tools and libraries reduces
significantly the implementation effort and reduces the risk of faulty models
due to re-implementation. However, the coupling of different simulation tools
requires a Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) which is responsible for the time and
data distribution management among the coupled tools. The co-simulation ap-
proach is popular in order to analyze the interaction of communication and
power systems as the coupling of the two systems is expected to grow with the
advance of the future smart grid [65]–[67].
The concept of co-simulation in the field of city district energy systems has
been demonstrated in [68] with a tool called BCVTB and in [69], [70] with a
platform named MOSAIK. BCVTB couples the simulation tools EnergyPlus
[71] and Dymola [72] where EnergyPlus was used for the simulation of the
thermal behavior of the building and Dymola was used to simulate the energy
supply systems. BCVTB does not incorporate the simulation of the electrical
supply systems. Furthermore, BCVTB does not use a dedicated RTI, thus the
extension of the presented platform for more than the two coupled tools seems
difficult. MOSAIK is a RTI which aims at composing simulation scenarios
automatically out of existing models which can be implemented in different
simulators. The scenarios in MOSAIK can be composed randomly or following
predefined patterns. In order to be compatible with the MOSAIK framework,
the individual models have to be packed using several specific interface layers.
The simulation package GridSpice follows also the approach to combine sev-
eral simulation tools and provide a holistic simulation tool for smart grid appli-
cations [73]. The focus of GridSpice is on enabling the analysis of the behavior
of large scale power systems under the influence of market systems. In order
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to allow the simulation of large-scale power systems, GridSpice aims at paral-
lelizing the simulations of different low-voltage networks. However, GridSpice
focuses on the simulation of the electrical power system and does not provide
a multi-domain simulation including also the thermal behavior of buildings as
needed for the analysis of city district energy systems.
The here provided review of related literature and simulation tools in respect
of the in Section 4.1 defined requirements is summarized in Table 4.1. As shown
in the summary, none of the reviewed simulation tools is able to fulfill at the
current development stage the requirements.
Requirement
Tool 1 2 3 4
HOMER X
EnergyPlan X
IDEAS X X (X)
BCVTB X (X)
MOSAIK X X (X)
GridSpice X X
Table 4.1: Summary of the reviewed simulation tools in respect of the defined
requirements
The here presented simulation platform, MESCOS, aims at fulfilling all the
requirements. The objective during the design and development of MESCOS
was to enable the simulation of large scale city district energy systems and
achieve a high computational performance due to parallelization. Furthermore,
MESCOS aims at reusing available simulators and model libraries.
4.3 Approach for Simulation Platform MESCOS
The design of the here presented simulation platform follows two approaches:
On one hand, the integration and reuse of existing libraries and available sim-
ulation tools; on the other hand, to utilize parallel computing features of state
of the art simulation hardware.
The advantage of using already existing simulation tools and model libraries is
that the implementation effort can be significantly reduced. Also the error-prone
reimplementation of libraries and tools can be avoided. Furthermore, available
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tools and libraries offer often advanced features and functionality which can be
used and also future releases and bug-fixes can be leveraged on. Also, the user of
the new composed simulation platform might be familiar with existing tools and
libraries, thus the familiarization with the new simulation platform will happen
faster.
The drawback of available simulators which are relevant for domains which are
involved in city district energy systems is that the software packages are mostly
not optimized for parallel computing. Thus, the parallel computing features of
modern hardware cannot be exploited. The design and implementation of the
presented approach has the objective to overcome this drawback.
The integration of different simulators into one simulation platform, requires
that the simulated system has to be partitioned. Thus, the city district energy
system as introduced in Section 4.1 has been split into subsystems. The par-
titioning is determined by the availability of simulators which are suitable to
simulate the specific subsystem. Here, the following three subsystems, which
are referred to as layers, have been identified: the Entity Layer (EL), the Net-
work Layer (NL) and the System Control Layer (SCL). The individual entities
within a city district energy system, here BES, are simulated within the Entity
Layer (EL). The energy supply infrastructure is simulated with the Network
Layer (NL) and the system level control and energy management algorithms
are executed within the System Control Layer (SCL).
The partitioning of the city district energy system model into subsystems
raises two main challenges. First of all, despite the partitioning of the system,
the relevant interactions between the subsystems have to be preserved. Secondly,
a proper data and time synchronization among the coupled simulators has to
be provided. In general, the data and time synchronization in a co-simulation
environment is provided by an RTI.
The second main theme of the here presented simulation platform is the ex-
ploitation of parallel computing features as far as possible. In this work, paral-
lelization has been applied at two different levels: once, the parallel execution
of different simulation layers and once, the parallel execution of the simulations
within the individual layers.
In general, the introduced layers of the simulation platform can be executed
in series or in parallel. The applied execution mode depends mainly on the
applied calculation method within the individual layers, but could also be chosen
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depending on specific simulation requirements.
For example, in the case of two coupled simulators where each simulator per-
forms a time-continuous simulation, the simulators would be executed in paral-
lel. The data and time is then synchronized at defined intervals, referred to as
Macro Time Steps (MTSs). The internal integrator time step of each simulator
can be smaller then the MTS and is referred to as Micro Time Step (µTS).
However, depending on the applied solver, e.g. a variable time step solver, the
µTS might not be constant and might be dynamically adapted throughout the
execution of the simulation.
In the case of two coupled simulators where one simulator is executing a
continuous-time simulation, and the second one is executing a discrete-time
simulation, the layers of the simulation platform will be executed in series. For
example, in the case of the simulation of a city district energy system, including
BESs and an electrical distribution grid, the simulation of the BESs might be
a continuous-time simulation while the simulation of the electrical grid might
be realized as consecutive execution of load flow calculations. As load flow
calculations are a snap shot analysis at discrete time steps, this simulation is
referred to as discrete-time simulation. Thus, the simulation of the BESs is
executed first for a MTS and then the values are passed on to the network
simulator which executes a load flow calculation while the BES simulation is
paused. After finishing the load flow calculation, the resulting values are passed
on to the BESs simulation and the simulation of the next MTS is executed.
The data and time synchronization of the simulation platform can be config-
ured to run in parallel or in serial mode. Furthermore, the platform allows the
configuration of hybrid modes if more than two simulators are coupled. Thus,
for example, two time continuous simulations can run in parallel while a third
simulator executes a discrete-time simulation after each MTS.
The second level where parallelization has been applied is related to the in-
dividual layers. The focus is laid here on the parallelization within the EL and
the SCL.
Regarding the modeling of the entities, here BESs, which are simulated within
the EL, often the modeling language Modelica is used [63]. The popularity of
Modelica, especially in the domain of BES simulations, has been seen already in
the literature review in Section 4.2. Furthermore, commercial and open source
Modelica libraries as well as development and simulation tools are widely avail-
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able. However, the available Modelica simulation environments do not use the
parallel computing features efficiently as all of them are basically single core
applications. This means that the parallel execution of the models is only pos-
sible by running several instances of the simulator simultaneously. Obviously,
a comfortable setup of a simulation scenario is hard to achieve this way, and
furthermore, this might lead to an excessive use of licenses.
However, most of the available Modelica modeling and simulation environ-
ments allow for exporting the models as C-Code. Thus, the exported C-Code
can be integrated in another applications which takes care of the parallel exe-
cution of the models. This way the comfortable modeling features of modern
Modelica modeling and simulation environments can be used while gaining the
computational performance required to analyze a large city district energy sys-
tem. The application, which enables an easy to use setup process of the C-Code
based models and the parallel execution of a large number of instances is re-
ferred to as PEF. Besides, the functionality for model setup and parallel execu-
tion, the Parallel Execution Framework (PEF) provides the interface between
the individual models and the RTI and thus is responsible for the data and time
synchronization of the BES models.
Regarding the SCL, the parallelization is not that straight forward and de-
pends highly on the applied governance structure of the energy management
system and of the energy management algorithm itself. In general, the goal
of the here presented simulation platform was to provide flexibility regarding
the modeling and simulation of the control and energy management algorithms.
Thus, an interface for connecting algorithms in Matlab/Simulink has been im-
plemented which allows for fast prototyping of algorithms. In addition, it was
the goal to integrate a high performance simulator which allows the integration
and simulation of various governance structures. The simulator should allow to
setup the rather centralized energy management systems as well as multiagent
based systems. Thus, a generic framework for control and energy manage-
ment systems of city district energy systems has been implemented based on
RepastHPC [74].
As introduced in the previous paragraphs, the focus regarding the paralleliza-
tion of individual layers within this work, has been put on the EL and the SCL.
For the simulation of the network infrastructure, only commercial simulators
have been considered here, which do not provide any parallel execution of the
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developed model. Thus, the parallel execution of the network simulations within
the NL, only refers to the parallel simulation of decoupled networks like district
heating, gas network and electrical network.
4.4 Implementation
The approach for the simulation platform, as introduced in Section 4.3, pro-
poses the partitioning of the simulation model and the use of different simulators
for the individual subsystems. Thus, a RTI is required which provides the data
and time management among the layers of the simulation platform.
In this work, the commercial software package TISC Suite from TLK Thermo
has been used as RTI [75]. The main tools included in the software pack-
age are a simulation server, called TISC Server, a data logger, called TIM,
and specific clients which enable third-party simulators to connect to the TISC
server. The connection between the TISC server and the clients is realized as
TCP/IP connection which allows the user to easily distribute the execution of
the individual simulators to different machines. In addition to clients which are
adapted to specific simulation tools, for example, like Dymola, SimulationX or
Matlab/Simulink, also a C/C++ client is available. The C/C++ client can be
used to build custom interfaces for simulators which are not primarily supported.
The procedure regarding the data and time management with the TISC server
and clients can be described in the following way: after starting the TISC server,
the individual simulators can establish a connection and register them self at the
server. During the registration process, the synchronization rate is set, which
defines at which time intervals the client will perform a synchronization. In
the next step, each client registers its output variables and the required input
variables at the server. During the simulation process, the client will provide
updated values for the output variables after simulating one MTS. The values of
the output variables transmitted to the server, might serve as input variables for
other simulators. The same way, the client will expect values for the registered
input variables which have to be provided by other clients to the server.
The time synchronization is performed by exchange of synchronization sig-
nals between clients and server. After finishing the simulation of each MTS,
every client sends the values of the registered output variables followed by a
synchronization signal to the server. In the case of each client using the same
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synchronization rate, the server waits until all clients have sent their synchro-
nization signal. Then, the server itself sends to each client a synchronization
signal, indicating that all clients finished one simulation step. After receiving
the synchronization signal from the server, the clients requests the values of
their registered input variables from the server and process the simulation of
the next MTS.
The implementation of the individual layers of the here presented simulation
platform is described in detail in the following sections.
4.4.1 Entity Layer
The simulation of the models of the individual entities, here BESs, is provided
by the EL. Within the EL, the PEF is responsible for the parallel execution of
the entity models and the data exchange between entity models and TISC server.
The purpose of the PEF is to enable an automatic setup of parallel simulations
as well as the setup of the interfaces for data exchange.
As described in the Section 4.3, the modeling language Modelica is very com-
mon and popular in the field of BES simulations. Thus, interfaces have been
implemented which allow a straightforward integration of models which have
been exported as C-Code from common Modelica environments.
The workflow of the PEF during the initialization phase and during the run-
time of the simulation are described in detail in the following sections.
4.4.1.1 Initialization phase
For the initialization of the EL, the PEF reads a file comprising the configu-
ration parameters which provide the following information:
• IP address and port of TISC server
• MESCOS synchronization mode (e.g. parallel, series, hybrid..)
• Simulation time, Start time, and MTS
• Path to file which describes the simulation scenario (scenario settings)
• Path to executable of entity models
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The information regarding the TISC server is used to connect to the server
and register the synchronization time which depends on the MTS and operation
mode of the simulation platform.
The scenario settings is a list of all entities which should be simulated within
the simulation scenario. For each entity, the scenario settings defines the fol-
lowing entries:
• Entity name which is used as identifier in all simulator layers
• Model type which defines the specific entity model
• Solver parameters like µTS, absolute and relative tolerances
• Number of entity model parameters
• Number of entity model inputs
• Number of entity model outputs
• Listing of entity model parameters
• Listing of definitions of entity model inputs. Each input definition provides
the source/sending layer and a default/initial value
After parsing the scenario settings, the PEF creates for each entity an instance
of the entity object. The entity class implements different functionality which
is explained here with the help of Figure 4.2.
First, the entity object encapsulates all the parameters which has been pro-
vided by the scenario settings. Second, the entity object allocates shared mem-
ory which is used to exchange data with the process which is actually executing
the simulation of the entity. Third, a message queue is established for commu-
nication purposes between main process and the later simulation process. The
simulation process is created by the entity class by forking the main process.
After the process has been forked, the simulation process attaches the allo-
cated shared memory and initializes itself a message queue. Then, the simulation
process executes the compiled entity model and on the successful initialization
of the model, a message is sent to the entity instance which indicates that the
model is ready.
The main process of the PEF connects then to the TISC server and registers
the output and input variables of the individual entities at the server.
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Main.cpp
FOR i=1:iEntities
E[i] = new Entity()
END
connectToTISC()
registerVariablesatTISC()
Instance E[i]
allocateSharedMemory()
attachSharedMemory()
initMessageQueue()
pid=fork()
waitForMessages()
Process E[i]
attachSharedMemory()
initMessageQueue()
exec(Model)
sendMessage(ready)
Data exchange
Instantiate/fork
Figure 4.2: Initialization procedure of PEF
4.4.1.2 Runtime phase
Following the initialization of the simulation, the main process of the PEF
enters a while loop which executes the simulation of a MTS during each it-
eration. In detail, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, at the begin of each iteration,
the main process requests the values of the registered input variables from the
TISC server. The updated input values are passed on to the entity object which
writes the values to the allocated shared memory and notifies the corresponding
simulation process via a message. After receiving the notification, each simu-
lation process reads the inputs from the shared memory, feeds the values into
the simulation model, and executes the simulation of a MTS. After finishing
the simulation of the MTS, the values of the output variables are read from the
entity model and written to the shared memory. The entity instance is again
informed via a message that the execution of the MTS is finished. Then the
entity instance reads the values from the shared memory and the main process
sends the values of the output variables to the TISC server.
4.4.2 Network Layer
Here, in this work, the power system simulator Neplan by BCP has been
chosen and been integrated into the simulation platform [76]. Neplan has been
chosen as it provides the capability to simulate gas and thermal supply networks
in addition to the electrical network. However, here only the simulation of elec-
trical networks has been carried out, but Neplan provides the option to extend
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Main.cpp
WHILE !EndOfSimulation
FOR i=1:iEntities
u=getValuesFromTISC(i)
E[i]->setInputs(u)
E[i]->simNextStep()
END
FOR i=1:iEntities
E[i]->waitForResults()
y=E[i]->getOutputs()
sendValuesToTISC(y)
END
END
Instance E[i]
writeSharedMemory()
sendMessage()
waitForMessage()
return 1
readSharedMemory()
Process E[i]
waitForMessage()
readInputsFromSharedMemory()
doCalculation()
writeResultsToSharedMemory()
sendMessage()
Data exchange
Figure 4.3: Data synchronization procedure within PEF during simulation run-
time
the simulation of the energy supply networks to other domains in the future.
The states of the electrical network have been determined here by executing
load flow calculations.
The integration of Neplan into MESCOS has been realized through the C/C++
client of the TISC Suite, as Neplan provides the option to execute custom code
which has been compiled as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL). An exemplary
workflow of the Neplan interface could be described the following way: the in-
terface requests from the server the load values of each individual BES, inserts
the values into the associated load model which represents the BES in the elec-
trical grid model. Then, a load flow calculation is executed and the desired
values, e.g. voltage values of certain nodes, are read and transmitted to the
server.
4.4.3 System Control Layer
The wide variety of possible governance structures and control and energy
management algorithms which have been introduced in literature, it is required
that the SCL provides sufficient flexibility regarding the implementation and
integration of different algorithms. Due to the use of the TISC Suite as RTI
which supports the integration of various tools through available clients, it is
possible for every user to integrate the preferred simulator for control and energy
management systems. For example, the TISC interface for Simulink allows to
connect algorithms which have been implemented in Matlab or Simulink rather
quickly.
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As alternative to the commonly used simulation tools, the agent-based mod-
eling system RepastHPC has been integrated into MESCOS in order to provide
high performance simulations within the SCL of MESCOS. The objective of the
integration here is to provide a generic framework for modeling energy manage-
ment systems on city district level.
Thus, basic building blocks of a control and energy management system
for city district energy systems have been identified and implemented using
RepastHPC.
As RepastHPC is an agent-based modeling system, some of the defined ba-
sic building blocks have been implemented using the RepastHPC class agents;
however, also governance structures others than MAS can be represented by the
implemented framework.
The basic building blocks which have been identified in order to simulate a
control and energy management system of a city district energy system within
Repast HPC are:
BES agent – Each BES agent represents a corresponding BES model in the
SCL within the system level control and energy management system. The
basic BES agent provides several functions which can be used by instances
of this class. The general function of the BES agent have been defined as
I/O handling, data management, message handling, planning, operation.
The I/O handling is responsible for the data exchange with the correspond-
ing physical model of the BES executed in the EL. The data management
holds values of parameters, current and past data of the physical model
simulation, as well as forecast data if needed. The message handling is
in charge of processing incoming and outgoing messages from other enti-
ties/agents. The function planning is responsible for deriving operation
plans based on the available data. This could be for example implemented
as solving an optimization problem. The function operation takes care of
the execution of the plans by sending for example commands via the I/O
handling function to the physical model. Furthermore, within this func-
tion, deviations regarding the actual operation from the planned operation
can be detected and handled.
Coordinator agent – The coordinator agent is a basic building block which al-
lows the user of the simulation platform to implement a hierarchical gov-
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ernance structure. In contrast to the BES agent, the coordinator agent
does not represent a physical model at the system control level. Thus, the
basic functions of the coordinator agent are reduced to data management,
message handling, planning, and operation. In an actual implementation
the coordinator agent could represent a for example a VPP operator or
an energy market.
Message – Messages can be exchanged between entities, here agents. The pur-
pose of the messages is to communicate and exchange data. The imple-
mentation of the basic building block message contains only a message
ID and serves as a template. Messages used within an actual coordina-
tion procedure can be derived from this message and contain further data
definitions, e.g. the current remainder.
The actual implementation of a control and energy management system for
city district energy systems can be supported by the provided basic building
blocks and their functionality. Following the object oriented approach of the
implementation of the basic building blocks, subclasses can be derived where
further functionality is implemented by overwriting the basic implementations.
In addition to the described basic building blocks which mimic possible com-
ponents of a real control and energy management system, a further component
is required for the purpose of setting up and executing the simulation. This ad-
ditional component is referred to as World Model in RepastHPC. In detail, the
World Model is in charge to instantiate BES agents according to the scenario
description, establish a connection to the TISC server and register the input
and output variables at the TISC server during the initialization phase. The
procedure is the same as described for the EL in Section 4.4.1.
During the runtime of the simulation, the World Model is responsible for the
data exchange between the TISC server and the individual agents as well as the
time synchronization among the agent simulation.
4.5 Platform integration
This section provides an overview of the steps which have been performed
in order to realize the platform integration. Finally, a test is performed which
analyzes the consequences of the model partitioning due to the chosen approach.
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A verification of the BES models is not performed here as the focus is on the
platform integration.
4.5.1 Model integration
The workflow regarding the integration of new entity models has been almost
completely automated, as a simulation scenario can comprise several hundred
individual entities, here BES.
For the here supported Modelica environments, SimulationX [77] and Dymola
[72], the integration consists of the following steps:
1. Export of models from Modelica development environment (e.g. Simula-
tionX) as C-Code
2. Copying the model source code to the scenario folder of MESCOS
3. Define specific settings in the compile script; e.g. like 32 bit or 64 bit,
solver type and solver version
4. Start the compile script which adapts paths to input files within the source
code and then compiles the model
5. Define scenario by creating a scenario file which lists all entities and their
solver settings, parameters as well as input definitions
6. Define simulator settings; e.g. MTS, IP and Port of TISC server, involved
simulator layers
7. Start simulation: first, start individual layers which connect to the TISC
server and then send start signal from TISC server to each layer
Regarding the integration of the electrical grid model, the network can be
modeled by using the graphical user interface of Neplan. The only requirements
regarding the model is that the entities, here e.g. load models, have as name
the identifier which has been defined in the scenario configuration.
The integration of control and energy management algorithms in the SCL
can be significantly accelerated by using the presented generic framework. Ad-
ditional functionality and logic for new algorithms have to be implemented de-
pending on the user requirements. However, due to the generic framework,
functions like the data and time synchronization with the TISC server can be
reused.
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4.5.2 Verification of platform integration
In order to verify the platform integration, a simulation scenario is defined
and once simulated within the here presented simulation platform and once as
comparison within a Modelica environment.
The simulation scenario consists of three BESs which are connected to one
feeder of an electrical distribution grid. The BESs here are single family houses
with an EH as HS.
The supplying electrical grid is modeled as an ideal voltage source. The cable
between the BESs is of the type NAYY 4x150 and each segment has the length
of 328m. The BES closest to the grid model is referred to as BES1 and the one
at the end of the feeder is referred to as BES3.
In this specific scenario, the system level controller sends a turn-on command
to BES1 at a simulation time of 60s. BES2 receives the turn-on signal at simu-
lation time 120s and BES3 at 150s.
First, the scenario is simulated completely within a Modelica environment,
here SimulationX, and second within the here presented simulation platform
using MTSs of 3s and 60s. Here, the different layers of MESCOS are executed
in series: First, one MTS is simulated within the EL, second the values are
passed on to the NL where a load flow calculation is executed and third, a
control signal is determined within the SCL, which is then passed on to the EL
to start the next simulation step.
Figure 4.4 shows some sample simulation results. The voltage at the point
of common coupling of BES3 is shown for a simulation within the Modelica
environment and for the simulations within MESCOS. As shown by Figure 4.4,
the voltage value drops within the Modelica simulation at 60s, 120s and 150s
as the EHs of the BESs are turned on as described above. The voltage values
of the simulation within MESCOS with a MTS of 3s align very well with the
simulation in Modelica. Regarding the simulation of the scenario on MESCOS
with a MTS of 60s, the voltage values differs at the simulation time of 180s. The
occurred difference is caused by the selected MTS. Due to the MTS of 60s, the
data is synchronized between the different platform layers only every 60s. Thus,
the control signal to turn on the EH in BES3 is send at the simulation time
of 180s from the SCL to the EL. The simulation of the BES model for another
MTS reveals the increase of the power demand. The new power demand is then
sent at the simulation time of 240s to the NL where the simulation reveals the
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of trajectory of node voltage resulting from the simu-
lation within a Modelica environment and within MESCOS using
different MTSs
voltage drop.
The control signals sent as input to BES3 are shown in the lower plot of
Figure 4.4 where it can be seen that the control signal has a delay due to the
selection of the MTS.
The here performed verification of the platform integration reveals, that the
here presented simulation platform leads to the same simulation results like
a simulation completely performed in a Modelica environment. However, the
MTS has to be chosen according to the requirements and the dynamics which
want to be analyzed.
4.6 Analysis of conformance to requirements
In Section 4.1, the defined requirements for a simulation platform for city dis-
trict energy systems state that the platform should enable the simulation of dy-
namic BES models (Requirement 1), energy supply infrastructure (Requirement
2), and system level control and energy management algorithms (Requirement
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3) within an as short as possible computation time (Requirement 4).
Within this section, it is analyzed in which respect the simulation platform
fulfills the mentioned requirements. The conformance to the Requirements 1, 2,
and 3 has been analyzed qualitatively, while Requirement 4 has been analyzed
based on measured computation times.
The first simulation scenario which has been used here for demonstration pur-
poses, comprises 146 BESs connected to an exemplary distribution grid model
which is described in more detail in Section 5.1.2.
Each BES is an instance of one of the four implemented BES types. Each
type represents a single-family house but differs regarding the HS. The HSs
implemented here are CB, CHP, EH, or HP. For each instance, the storage size
and the availability of a PV system can be defined by parameters in the scenario
configuration.
4.6.1 Requirement 1: Dynamic simulation of BES
The analysis of the dynamic simulation of a BES is shown exemplary by the
simulation results for one of the 146 BESs of the described simulation scenario.
Figure 4.5 shows the electrical demand, the SoC, as well as the indoor temper-
ature of a BES equipped with a HP as HS.
As shown in Figure 4.5, the electrical demand of the BES shows several peaks
related to the operation of the HP, the power generation of the PV system
which leads to negative power flows, as well as demand related to household
appliances. Details regarding the modeling of the household appliances can be
found in Section 5.1.4.
The operation cycles of the HP can also be seen in the curve of the SoC.
During the operation of the HP, the SoC increases, while during other time
periods the SoC decreases. The decrease is dependent on the actual thermal
demand which is mainly dependent on the ambient weather conditions. During
time periods with high solar irradiation, correlating with the time periods of PV
feed-in, the SoC decreases only slowly, while during the night there are higher
decreases.
The impact of the solar irradiation on the indoor temperature can be seen
in the plot at the bottom of Figure 4.5. During time periods of high solar
irradiation the indoor temperature increases as the BES is not equipped with
an air-conditioning system.
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Figure 4.5: Electrical demand, SoC, and indoor temperature of a BES with HP
for five exemplary days
The results presented here give an idea of the variables of each BES model
which can be accessed and can be used as input for control and energy manage-
ment algorithms in the SCL.
4.6.2 Requirement 2: Simulation of energy supply infrastructure
This section provides simulation results in order to verify the conformance of
Requirement 2 which is related to the integration of the electrical grid simula-
tion.
Figure 4.6 shows again the electrical demand of an exemplary BES, the re-
sulting grid voltage at the node where the BES is connected to the distribution
grid and the power flow at the transformer which connects the low-voltage dis-
tribution grid with the medium voltage grid. It can be seen that some of the
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pikes in the electrical demand of the BES result in a pike in the voltage curve.
However, as the voltage at the grid node, where the sample BES is connected
to, is also influenced by all the other BESs connected to the distribution grid,
the correlation between actual voltage and electrical demand is rather weak.
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Figure 4.6: Electrical demand, voltage at connection node of BES and power
flow at the transformer
Figure 4.6 depicts also the power flow at the transformer which connects
the low-voltage distribution grid with the medium voltage grid. As it can be
seen in Figure 4.6, the voltage at the selected node and the power flow at the
transformer exhibit a correlation.
The results show that the here performed simulation of the electrical network
allows the user of the simulation platform to incorporate the simulated values of
the defined variables into control and energy management algorithms. On one
hand, the voltage of the node where the BES is connected to the distribution
grid could be considered in some control strategies as it would be also accessible
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in a real implementation, e.g. via a smart meter. Furthermore, the power flow
at the transformer could be used by the grid operator within the SCL to adjust
and send steering signals to the flexible entities in the related distribution grid.
4.6.3 Requirement 3: Simulation of control and energy
management algorithms
The defined requirements of the simulation platform for the integration of
control and energy management algorithms concern the application and system
level control. Also here, the requirements are verified on an example of a BES
which is equipped with a HP as HS.
Figure 4.7 depicts the electrical demand of the HP, the SoC, the set boundaries
of the SoC as well as the control signal which is sent from the SCL.
The set boundaries of the storage system are set to be 0.1 for the lower limit
and 0.5 for the upper limit. If the lower limit is reached the HP turns on, as
otherwise the comfort of the inhabitant will be affected. If the upper limit is
reached the HP turns off. The boundaries of the SoC are kept by the application
control system which can overrule the control signal which is sent by the SCL.
The electrical demand curve of the HP shown in Figure 4.7 exhibits some pikes
which are related to the defrosting process of the HP. During the defrosting of
the HP no thermal power is supplied to the storage and building which can be
seen also by the drops of the SoC during these periods.
As seen in Figure 4.7, the operation of the HP follows in general the control
signal from the SCL. However, at the end of the first operating period and
the beginning of the last shown operating period, the actual operation deviates
from the control signal. In the first case, the deviation is caused by the fact
that the SoC reaches the upper SoC limit and the application level control
turns off the HP. In the second case, the actual SoC reaches the lower limit and
the application level control turns on the HP before the actual control signal
indicates ON. The deviations are caused by the simplified model of the thermal
storage used in the optimization model within the SCL.
The results demonstrate an analysis of the interaction between the SCL and
the EL. This allows the user of the simulation platform to test energy manage-
ment algorithms and investigate their impact on the performance of the individ-
ual BES as well as the electrical grid. Furthermore, this enables the analysis of
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forecast models concerning the thermal demand of BESs and the performance
of the HS, i.e. the COP of a HP, as well as the testing of algorithms for compen-
sating deviations between forecasted and actual data. Also the modeling of the
BES components in an optimization problem within the SCL can be verified.
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Figure 4.7: Electrical demand of a HP, the SoC, the boundaries of the SoC
as well as the control signal send from the SCL to the EL of an
exemplary BES
4.6.4 Requirement 4: Computational performance
The computational performance is analyzed for scenarios which involve only
the EL and NL. This way, the computation time for a specific control algorithm
is not included in the analysis. The reference scenario consists of 146 BESs which
are connected to one low-voltage distribution grid as described previously. The
simulation of a full year of this scenario takes a computation time of 73.77 hours.
In order to analyze the scalability of the simulation platform, a second scenario
comprising 292 BESs as well as an accordingly extended low-voltage network has
been implemented. A third scenario, has been setup equivalent but comprising
584 BESs.
In order to analyze the scalability in detail, the aggregated time for three
subtasks of the simulation platform have been measured separately. The first
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subtask is the execution of the simulation of the BES models within the EL,
the second subtask the execution of the network simulation within the NL and
the third subtask the data and time synchronization among the two involved
simulator layers. For this detailed comparison one month of the whole year has
been simulated for all three scenarios.
Figure 4.8 depicts the obtained computation times of the three subtasks for
the three scenarios. The computation time of the EL increases by 183 % from
Scenario 1 to Scenario 2 and another 193 % for Scenario 3 compared to Scenario
2. The computation time of the simulation of the NL, increases 155 % and 139 %
respectively. The time needed for the data and time synchronization among the
two simulator layers increases by 268 % and 288 %.
Figure 4.8: Computation time of EL and NL for scenario with 146 BESs, 292
BESs and 584 BESs
It can be seen that the computation time of the simulation within the indi-
vidual layers, here NL and EL, does not increase with the same ratio as the
simulation scenario. Regarding the EL, this behavior can be explained with the
higher utilization of the individual CPU cores during the simulation. Regard-
ing the increase of the computation time of the NL of 155 % and 139 % while
increasing the scenario size, the assumption is that the internal closed source
solver exploits the matrix sparsity which is related to the specific distribution
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grid model used here.
The time required for the data and time synchronization increases dispropor-
tionately by 268 % and 288 %. Thus, it can be concluded that the RTI might
represent the first bottleneck of the simulation platform.
4.7 Discussion and outlook
The simulation platform MESCOS enables the simulation of large scale city
district energy systems including dynamic simulation of BESs, energy supply
infrastructure, and control and energy management algorithms and systems at
application and system level.
The presented and demonstrated approach of coupling available simulators
and reusing existing libraries in combination with the application of the par-
allelization paradigm, yields a highly usable simulation platform, both for aca-
demic and professional applications.
Due to the available interface provided by the RTI, various third-party sim-
ulators can be integrated. Furthermore, the developed generic framework for
energy management systems based on RepastHPC, provides the foundation to
implement own energy management systems in a fast way by reusing the exist-
ing building blocks. Thus, MESCOS enables the user to test and verify different
energy management systems in a fast and comfortable way.
The analysis of the computational performance has shown that the platform
provides good scalability. However, it could also be seen that the here used RTI,
TISC Suite, poses a bottleneck regarding further scalability. Thus, for the future
development of MESCOS, it should be considered to replace the current RTI.
As the work with RepastHPC for the generic framework for energy management
systems has shown, RepastHPC could be a replacement for the current RTI. Due
to the gained experience with RepastHPC, it seems promising to investigate the
feasibility and practicability of the direct integration of the simulation of the
dynamic BES models into RepastHPC.
Within the here presented work, several interfaces for integrating Modelica
based models have been developed. As the Modelica based models have to be
exported as C-Code in order to simulate them within MESCOS, a specific in-
terface had to be developed for each supported Modelica environment as well as
for the different used solvers. Thus, it would be interesting to use a standard-
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ized interface for further versions of MESCOS. Here, the Modelica Association
in cooperation with the developers of Modelica environments has introduced
the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI). It seems promising to investigate the
applicability of the FMI version 2.0 which has been released in 2014.
The simulations of large city district energy systems within MESCOS gen-
erates large amount of result data. Thus, in order to improve the usability of
MESCOS regarding the analysis of simulation results, the simulation results
could be directly stored within a database.
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The analysis of the DR potential of a city district energy system due to
an EMS is presented in this chapter. In contrast to the analysis carried out
in Chapter 3, here the algorithms are integrated into the simulation platform
MESCOS which has been presented in Chapter 4.
The analysis of energy management algorithms by the help of MESCOS,
enables a detailed analysis concerning the performance of the algorithms under
more realistic conditions. The realistic conditions are provided through the
simulation of dynamic BES models and the consideration of the energy supply
infrastructure. The consideration of the energy supply infrastructure within the
simulation scenario allows for assessing the impact of the energy management
strategies on the infrastructure.
5.1 Simulation models and scenarios
The analyses carried out in this chapter are based on the simulation scenario
described in the following sections. The simulation scenario represents a resi-
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dential city district with 146 single family houses. The applied weather data
refers to a location in the state North Rhine-Westphalia in Germany. The year
2012 has been chosen as reference year.
5.1.1 BES models
The ground view of each building has been assumed to be the same. The
ground area of the buildings has 100m2 with a gabled roof. The side walls have
a height of 3 m and the ridge height is 6 m. One of the gable walls is facing
south while the other is facing north. The thermal model of the building is
represented by a single-zone thermal model. The annual thermal demand of the
building for the reference year 2012 is 13139.37 kWh.
Each building comprises one of the three here considered HSs: a CB system
as non-electro-thermal HS, a CHP system and an air-to-water HP system. All
HSs have been designed in a monovalent way, meaning that the primary heater
is also the only heater within the BES.
Each HS comprises in addition to the primary heater a thermal storage, real-
ized as water tank. The volume of the water tank can be varied for each BES
by adjusting a parameter in the scenario description file. Furthermore, each
BES can be equipped with a PV system which can be set via parameter in the
scenario description. The size of the PV system has been set to 4.95 kWp while
being mounted on the roof facing west.
The electrical demand of all residential appliances within a BES are repre-
sented by a pre-calculated time series. For each BES a time series has been
generated considering the typical electrical demand of this building type as well
as the local weather conditions. The annual electrical demand has been assumed
to be 4755 kWh. Further details regarding the generation of the time series are
provided in Section 5.1.4.
The BES models have been implemented using the modeling language Model-
ica and the development and simulation environment SimulationX. Furthermore,
the models of the building and HSs are based on the GreenBuilding library [78].
While the heaters of type CB and CHP have a constant thermal power gener-
ation, a set of characteristic curves has been used to describe the behavior of
air-to-water HP systems.
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5.1.2 Electrical distribution grid model
The electrical distribution grid which supplies the city district has been mod-
eled based on the work of Kerber [79, p. 131]. More specifically, the grid rep-
resenting a suburban area with 146 single family houses has been chosen. The
grid model consists of a transformer connecting the low-voltage network to the
medium-voltage grid. The transformer has a rated power of 630 kVA. The cable
which is used for the installation of the feeder is of type NAYY 4x150mm2. The
low-voltage distribution grid consists of 10 feeders of different length and differ-
ent number of connected houses. A schematic of the distribution grid model is
given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of grid model representing a suburban network; Data
source: [79, p. 131]
5.1.3 City district model
As mentioned, the city district analyzed here consists of 146 BESs which are
equipped with different kind of HSs as described in Section 5.1.1.
In more detail, 45 of the BESs are equipped with a HP as primary heater, 30
are equipped with a CHP unit as primary heater and the remaining 71 BESs
have a CB as HS. All the HSs here have been laid out as monovalent HSs.
Furthermore, 45 BESs have a PV system installed on their roof with a peak
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power of 4.95 kWp whereof 30 are installed on buildings which have a HP and
the remaining PV systems are assigned to BESs of the remaining BESs without
PV system. Summarizing, the annual energy generation of the PV systems in
this sample city district provide 20% of the annual electrical demand of the
BESs not considering the demand of the HP units.
The number of CHP and HP systems has been defined such that the annual
energy generation of all CHP systems in the city district is more or less equal to
the annual electrical demand of all HP systems in the district. Thus, regarding
the annual energy balance, the city district reveals a share of 20 % RES based
generation.
5.1.4 Electrical load models for BESs
The simulation of individual BESs within the described simulation scenario
requires load models representative for individual BESs.
In order to provide a realistic representation of the electrical demand, certain
requirements regarding the load model have to be fulfilled. First, the time se-
ries representing the electrical demand of an individual BES has to reproduce
the typical peaks occurring in a residential building. These peaks might be, for
example, due to the operation of a water boiler which draws power of for exam-
ple 2 kW for a time period of 60 s. The consideration of the peaks is especially
important if concepts like self-consumption of local power generation are investi-
gated. Second, time series representing a typical demand curve of a device have
to be represented in the overall BES time series. For example, the characteristic
demand curves of washing machines and dish washers. Third, realistic time se-
ries should be available for the whole range of typical annual electrical demands.
This is required as a time series for a specific annual electrical demand cannot
be scaled without distorting the characteristic peak demands.
Due to the requirements, it becomes obvious that the demand of a BES cannot
be represented by a SLP. Nevertheless, the aggregation of a large number of
individual time series should follow an anticipated load curve for residential
buildings, for example the SLP.
Real measurement could provide realistic time series. However, measurement
data for time periods of at least a whole year and for a large number of buildings
is not available. Furthermore, measurement data could be only used as it is and
would therefore only represent the specific building and its annual electrical
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demand.
In order to be able to represent the electrical demand of a large number
of BESs realistically, a load model generator has been developed. The tool
generates time series which represent the electrical demand of individual BESs
based on available statistical data as well as characteristic device demand, like
washing machines, which have been measured.
Input parameters for the tool are the annual electrical demand of the specific
BES and the considered load categories, like freezer, fridge, lighting and so on.
Furthermore, the SLP or a specific load profile of a regional grid operator
serves as a measure for user activity regarding the use of electrical appliances.
More specifically, the SLP curve is interpreted as probability distribution for
the occurrence of load events. This way a disaggregation of the SLP into time
series representing realistically the electrical demand of residential buildings is
achieved. This guarantees that the aggregation of a large number of generated
time series tends towards the SLP.
The algorithm for disaggregation of an arbitrary load profile consist of three
steps which are explained in the following sections.
In the first step, the daily energy consumption per device category is calcu-
lated. Typical device categories, like lighting or dish washer and their share on
the annual electrical demand of a household are introduced in Section 5.1.4.1.
The energy consumption for each device category is calculated from the defined
annual energy consumption of the BES and the energy consumption share of
the specific device category.
In the second step, the algorithm generates events which refer to the operation
of a specific device. For the different device categories, different event generation
procedures have been developed which are introduced in the following sections.
In a third step, the events are distributed during a defined time interval, here
one day. The algorithm regarding the distribution of the events is introduced
in Section 5.1.4.3.
This work has been published in [80].
5.1.4.1 Input data for time series generation
As introduced in the previous section, the SLP serves as input data for the
here presented procedure. More specifically, the SLP is interpreted as consumer
activity measure regarding the use of electrically driven devices and appliances.
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In general, SLPs are used by energy providers for planning the power supply
at a certain time. SLPs exist for different types of consumers, like households,
farms or shops. Furthermore, SLPs are defined for several types of days, typ-
ically Saturday, Sunday and workday as well as for different seasons, winter,
summer and intermediate season. Here, the SLP for residential electricity cus-
tomers has been used.
As a further data source, statistical data regarding the share of electrical en-
ergy consumption of different appliance and device categories within households
has been used. The here used data is shown in Table 5.1 and has been provided
by the “Energieagentur NRW” [81].
Category 2011
Fridge and Freezer 0.149
PC, communication 0.129
TV, audio 0.119
Domestic Hot Water 0.119
Lighting 0.097
Cooking 0.090
Dryer 0.066
Washing dishes 0.051
Washing clothes 0.049
Standby/Miscellaneous (incl. circulation pump) 0.132
Table 5.1: Categories of household appliances and their share of energy con-
sumption for the year 2011; Data source: [81]
The device categories listed in Table 5.1 and the related energy consumption
has to be assigned to specific devices with a specific electrical demand. Thus, for
each device category an analysis has been executed which revealed a list of real
devices with a related power consumption. For devices like audio equipment,
TVs, PCs and lighting, a constant power consumption has been assumed for the
time of operation.
Other devices like washing machine, dish washer or fridge have a characteristic
demand curve. Thus, the power consumption of those devices has been measured
during their operation. The measured data has been used to represent the power
demand of the specific device in the generated time series.
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5.1.4.2 Algorithms for event generation
After calculating the energy demand of each device category, the individual
load events which constitute the overall energy demand are generated. For the
different device categories, different event generation procedures have been de-
veloped. The generation of the load events is explained in the following sections.
Continuous load events independent of user interaction – The category “Con-
tinuous load events independent of user interaction” refers to power consump-
tion due to standby consumption of devices as well as devices with a periodical
operation throughout the day, e.g. a fridge or freezer. In reality, the power
consumption of freezers and fridges is to a certain extent dependent on user
interaction, for example, if the user opens the fridge; however, it is assumed
here that the user interaction is negligible.
For the standby consumption a special event is generated which lasts for 24
hours and the constant power consumption is defined such that the resulting en-
ergy consumption equals the energy consumption of the corresponding category
in Table 5.1. The process is shown in Figure 5.2.
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sumption of
standby/msc
Calculate
continuous
standby
demand
Standby
event
Figure 5.2: Generation of standby event
The events of the cooling appliances, category fridge and freezer, are repre-
sented by measured power consumption curves. The algorithm for determining
the events related to cooling devices is shown in Figure 5.3. First, the algorithm
selects a device from the list of measured and available devices. The energy con-
sumption assigned to this device category divided by the energy consumption of
one cooling cycle, defines the number of operation cycles per day. This proce-
dure is followed by a check of the boundary conditions. A boundary condition
could for example restrict the maximum daily operation time. If the runtime
of the selected device exceeds the bound regarding the daily operation time, a
device with a higher power demand during one operation cycle is selected from
the list of devices. Finally, the daily average power demand of this device is
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calculated as it is needed in a later step of the time series generation procedure.
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Figure 5.3: Event generation for category “fridge and freezer”
User activity driven events with constant power consumption – This section
describes the process to generate user activity driven events with a constant
power consumption during their operation. Here, it is assumed that lighting,
PCs, and communication as well as entertainment devices belong to this cate-
gory.
The algorithm, shown in Figure 5.4, selects first randomly an operation period
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and second a power demand which are both assumed to be equally distributed.
However, also other distributions could be used if the data is available. The
product of time and power defines the energy per operation cycle. This way,
events are generated until the energy of the specific device category is fully
assigned to events. The duration of the last event is adjusted such that the
energy consumption of all events equals exactly the energy which has been
assigned to this device category.
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Figure 5.4: User activity driven event with constant power consumption
User activity driven events with measured power consumption curve – Cer-
tain devices in a household have a characteristic power consumption profile, for
example dish washers or washing machines. In order to represent those charac-
teristic curves within the power demand time series of a household, the power
consumption of such devices has been measured. The algorithm for generating
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events which are related to such devices in shown in Figure 5.5. The algorithm
selects randomly a device from the list of available devices and determines the
energy consumption of one operation cycle of the specific device.
In the next step, the ratio of the energy demand assigned to this device
category, according to Table 5.1, and the energy used per operation cycle is
calculated. This ratio is then compared to a random number between 0 and 1.
If the random number is lower than the determined ratio, an event is generated
for this device. Otherwise, there will be no operation event of this device on
this day.
In case the calculated ratio is higher than 1, the algorithm determines by
comparing the random number with the decimal places of the calculated ratio
if there is a second operation event of this device.
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Figure 5.5: User activity driven event with measured power consumption curve
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5.1.4.3 Temporal distribution of load events
After generating the load events of the different device categories as explained
in Section 5.1.4.2, the events have to be distributed during a certain time period,
here one day. The time series as the aggregation of the individual load events
represents then the time series of the whole household.
The approach to distribute the time events during the day is to define a
relative probability density for the occurrence of the individual events during
the day. Here, the probability density function has been defined based on the
curve of the SLP which is given by function f(t), t ∈ [0, 24h]. This way the SLP
is interpreted as an activity measure regarding the operation of loads and thus
the occurrence of load events. The probability density function itself is defined
according to Equation 5.1.
p(0 ≤ t ≤ T ) = 1
E
·
∫ T
0
f(t)dt (5.1)
E is the total energy consumption in the time interval and thus the standard-
ization p([0, T ]) = 1 is ensured. Here T is 24 h.
As described in Section 5.1.4.2, continuous load events independent of user
interaction are treated differently compared to user driven load events. More
specifically, the continuous load events independent of user interaction are dis-
tributed throughout the day without consideration of the probability density
function.
However, as the introduced probability density p is based on the SLP which
includes all residential loads, the probability density function has to be adjusted.
The adjusted relative probability density is given in Equation 5.2.
p1(0 ≤ t ≤ T ) = 1
E − S ·
∫ T
0
(f(t)− s)dt (5.2)
where S is the energy consumption during the day related to the continuous
load events independent of user interaction, whereas s is the average power
consumption during the day related to those events.
In contrast to the continuous load events, the user activity driven load events
are distributed during the day, according to the adjusted probability density
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function p1.
As the typical resolution of SLPs in Germany is 15 minutes, the time interval
T, here one day, consists of 96 sub time intervals ti where i ∈ [1, 96]. For each
sub-interval ti the probability p(ti) is calculated.
Due to the standardization by Equation 5.2, Equation 5.3 holds.
96∑
1
p(ti) = 1 (5.3)
Thus, an interval I = [0, 1] is defined as union of consecutive sub-intervals si
each with a length p(ti).
96⋃
i=1
si = [0, 1] (5.4)
The distribution of the individual user activity driven load events is realized
by generating a random number within the interval [0, 1].
Then the sub interval si is selected which includes the random number and
the load event is assigned to the corresponding time interval ti. Furthermore,
the distance of the random number to the beginning and ending of the sub
interval si is used to define the exact start time of the load event.
5.1.4.4 Verification
As the here introduced approach represents a disaggregation of a SLP, the
aggregation of a large number of generated time series representing individual
households, should exhibit the same curve as the SLP. Thus, in order to verify
the approach, a large number of time series, here 1000 and 10000 have been
generated for a specific day and compared to the SLP.
The comparison is shown in Figure 5.6. The results show that already an
aggregation of 1000 individual time series shows a good approximation of the
SLP. The aggregated curve resulting from 10,000 time series leads to a very
smooth approximation of the SLP.
An example time series for a winter workday for one household is depicted in
Figure 5.7. Within the time series the characteristic demand curves due to the
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of BDEW SLP to the average of the aggregation of 1000
and 10000 generated time series
operation of the dish washer and the washing machine can be recognized.
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Figure 5.7: Example time series representing the electrical demand of one house-
hold for one day
5.1.4.5 Application
The introduced procedure for generating time series representing the power
demand of individual households has been used to represent the electrical de-
mand of the households in the city district simulations.
As input data for the simulations, a time series for a whole year has been
generated for each household. As each BES comprises exactly one household,
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one time series is used per BES. In the case of buildings which comprise more
than one apartment and thus more than one household, the time series of the
individual households are aggregated at building level.
In order to represent the households as accurately as possible in the analyzed
scenario, an adjusted load profile from the grid operator of the specific region
and specific year has been used instead of the SLP. The adjustments are related
to the actual weather conditions and other temporal and regional impact factors.
5.1.5 Simulation scenarios
The analysis of the load shaping capability of the introduced city district
energy system is carried out once with an ideal forecast and once using the
persistence method.
Furthermore, a reference scenario has been simulated where no coordination
among the electro-thermal HSs has been performed and thus their operation is
uncoordinated.
The storage capacity has been set here to a RSC value of 3.0. This translates
in the case of a CHP system to a water tank with a volume of 250 l and in
the case of a HP to a water tank with 500 l volume. As the CHP systems
reach higher flow temperatures, the water tank can be designed smaller while
providing the same RSC value.
Scenario name Energy
management
algorithm
RSC Forecast
method
Reference scenario None 3.0 /
Scenario 1 IDA 3.0 Ideal
Scenario 2 IDA 3.0 Persistence
Table 5.2: Overview scenarios
In order to investigate the load shaping capability of the city district energy
system, the IDA has been used within the EMS. The IDA has been introduced in
Section 3.5.1. Here, the local objective of the BESs is to minimize the switching
of the electro-thermal HSs.
The EMS is implemented here as MAS using the framework RepastHPC and
the buildings blocks as described in Section 4.4.3. Thus, each agent solves the
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local optimization problem and communicates with the other agents by send-
ing messages which contain the intermediate remainder. After the algorithms
converged, each agent executes the resulting schedule throughout the day by
sending commands to its related electro-thermal HS.
As described, the load shaping performance of the city district has been once
analyzed under ideal forecast data and once using the persistence method as
worst case forecast. Ideal forecast data means that the thermal demand of
the building has been determined via simulation beforehand. However, the
actual thermal demand of each building depends also on the actual electrical
load which is converted into thermal energy and thus reduces the real thermal
demand. Furthermore, the thermal losses of the HS have not been considered
in the forecast as the losses also depend on the actual operation of the HS.
5.2 Analysis of achieved load shaping capability
The simulation of the described scenarios on the simulation platform MESCOS
provides results regarding a large set of variables, ranging from the indoor tem-
peratures of the individual BESs to the power flow at the local transformer. In
order to assess the load shaping performance of the here investigated simulation
scenarios under the applied energy management algorithm, the power flow at
the transformer is the most relevant variable. The motivation for implementing
MESCOS as described in Chapter 4 is that the simulation platform enables the
user of the platform to investigate the performance of DR mechanisms under
realistic conditions. Thus, the gained simulation results provide data regarding
the planned load curve as outcome of the coordination algorithms and the ac-
tual load curve provided by the dynamic simulation of the city district energy
system. As the dynamics of the BES models used within MESCOS cannot be
represented in all detail by the optimization models, the planned and actual
remainder exhibit some deviations.
Figure 5.8 shows as an example the load curve of the reference scenario with no
coordination and the planned and actual load curve at ten days of the reference
year. The results show that the load peaks resulting from the uncoordinated
operation can be significantly reduced. However, it can also be seen that the
actual load curve deviates to a certain degree from the planned load curve.
In order to analyze the load shaping performance systematically, the perfor-
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Figure 5.8: Load curve for 10 days of the reference year for uncoordinated case,
planned load curve and actual load curve
mance is assessed with the help of the following two criteria: RPV measure and
load duration curve. The criteria and the related assessment are introduced in
the following sections.
5.2.1 Performance Assessment via Relative Peak to Valley
distance
The calculation of the RPV measure for the analyzed scenarios shows that the
achieved values for the uncoordinated and the planned operation are in the same
range like the results from Chapter 3. The RPV value for the uncoordinated
operation, reference scenario, is 1.21 and the RPV value of the planned load is
0.71.
However, the performance decreases while assessing the actual load as result
of the executed schedules. As seen in Figure 5.9, the RPV value increases to
0.91. The explanation for this performance decrease is that the models used
in the optimization are simplified compared to the actual BES models used in
the simulation. For example, the thermal losses of the storage are neglected
as well as start-up and shut-off dynamics of the electro-thermal HSs are not
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Figure 5.9: Annual average RPV for the case of uncoordinated operation and
operation under IDA with perfect and persistence forecast
considered. The results show that an improvement of the optimization models
might be worthwhile.
Furthermore, the results depicted in Figure 5.9 show that the performance
decreases further applying the persistence forecast method. Here, the RPV
value is 1.02.
5.2.2 Performance Assessment via load duration curve
In addition to the assessment of the load shaping performance by means of
the RPV measure, the performance has been compared based on the concept
of the load duration curve. The load duration curve is the actual load curve
sorted by descending power values. The load duration curve provides at first
glance an overview of the maximum and minimum power values throughout the
analyzed time frame. Furthermore, the comparison of the load duration curves
of two different scenarios provides immediate insights regarding the peak power
reduction.
Figure 5.10 shows the load duration curve for the reference scenario, the
planned and actual load for Scenario 1 and the actual load for Scenario 2. As
it can be seen, all scenarios reduce the peak load compared to the case of the
uncoordinated operation. More specifically, the peak load of 192.8kW under
the uncoordinated operation can be reduced to 149.2kW for the actual load
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of Scenario 1 and to 169.4kW for the actual load of Scenario 2. Furthermore,
also the negative load peaks, due to surplus generation within the investigated
city district, is reduced. The negative peak under the uncoordinated operation
is -64.4kW and goes up to -52.4kW as actual value for Scenario 1 and up to
-56.5kW for Scenario 2.
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Figure 5.10: Load duration curve for analyzed scenarios
5.2.3 Summary and conclusion
This chapter introduced an example model of a city district energy system
and an analysis of the load shaping capability.
In addition to a short introduction of the models of the BESs and the distri-
bution network model, the modeling of the time series representing the electrical
demand of individual households has been introduced. Here, a procedure has
been introduced which disaggregates the SLP into individual time series by the
means of available statistical data. It has been shown that the aggregation of a
large number of individual time series results again in the original SLP.
In order to analyze the load shaping performance or capability of the sam-
ple city district energy system, the system model has been simulated on the
simulation platform MESCOS. MESCOS enables an holistic analysis of the city
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district energy systems including BESs, energy supply infrastructure under the
operation of an EMS. Here, a decentralized EMS as introduced in Chapter 3
implemented by the means of a MAS has been applied on the sample city dis-
trict.
The results regarding the load shaping capability confirm the results from
Chapter 3 and show that a significant load shaping can be achieved. Assessing
the load shaping performance by means of the annual average RPV, the planned
RPV value is 41.3% lower than due to the uncoordinated operation while the
actual RPV value is 25% lower. The results show that there is a difference
between planned load demand and actual load demand. This difference is due to
model simplifications in the optimization models within the individual agents as
well as inaccuracies in the forecasts. Those deviations support the motivation for
the development of the simulation platform MESCOS which allows an holistic
analysis of city district energy systems
133
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6.1 Conclusion
The expected growth of the installed electrical generation capacity based on
intermittent RESs induces challenges regarding the grid stability. In order to
guarantee the essential balance of generation and load, flexible demand and
generation units are required. Considering the vast amount of primary energy
used for space heating of buildings, BESs comprising an electro-thermal HS
and a thermal storage can provide flexibility. In order to exploit the available
flexibility, a coordinated operation of the electro-thermal HSs is required.
In Chapter 2, the load shaping capability of HPs and CHPs as electro-thermal
HSs has been investigated. First, the influence of the share of the individual HS
types on the load shaping performance has been investigated. The results show
that in general clusters of BESs with a higher share of electro-thermal HSs and
comprising both types are able to achieve a better load shaping performance.
Due to the discrete modulation levels, the step size used within the optimiza-
tion algorithm becomes important. Thus, the impact of discrete modulation
levels of the electro-thermal HSs on the load shaping performance has been
investigated. The analysis of the impact of the step size on the performance
revealed that a step size of 900s is a good trade-off between load shaping per-
formance and computational effort. Furthermore, the number of BESs within
a cluster has an impact on the load shaping performance. In general, the per-
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formance increases with an increasing number of BESs but the results show
that already clusters with less than 50 BESs can achieve a sufficient balancing
performance.
In Chapter 3, a concept for decentralized coordination algorithms has been
introduced. The basic principle of the concept is that the BES agents provide
a set of locally optimal or near-optimal solutions. In as second step, each agent
chooses the schedule which contributes the most to the global objective. The
two presented algorithms which are based on this concept differ in the number
of messages which are sent until the algorithm converges. The IDA requires in
general less messages then the PIDA. However, the performance of the PIDA
is in general about 5 % better than the one due to the IDA. Although, the de-
centralized coordination algorithms do not achieve the performance of centrally
computed solutions, they have several advantages: first, the local operation
schedules remain private and do not have to be shared with other participating
entities. Second, the local algorithms can be installed on relatively low-cost em-
bedded hardware and the installation of powerful central computing hardware
can be avoided.
A simulation platform to perform holistic analyses of city district energy sys-
tems is introduced in Chapter 4. The simulation platform allows simulating
dynamic BES models, the energy supply infrastructure and the higher level en-
ergy management and control algorithms. The general concept of the simulation
platform is to combine existing simulation tools as well as existing libraries fol-
lowing the concept of co-simulation. Furthermore, the simulation platform aims
at leveraging the parallel computing features of modern computing hardware.
Thus, the implementation of the simulation platform follows the parallelization
paradigm. This enables a high computational performance and thus reduced
computation times. The simulation platform presented here is the first of its
kind focusing on the simulation of city district energy systems. The simulation
platform provides an interface to integrate Modelica based models which are
very common in the area of building performance simulation. The presented
tests show that the platform achieves a good computational performance as
well as consistent simulation results compared to those gained by a monolithic
Modelica simulation.
Chapter 5 presents the modeling and simulation of a sample city district en-
ergy system. The system model has been simulated using the simulation plat-
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form MESCOS. Here, the focus is on the load model of the individual BES. The
electrical demand of the BESs is represented by a time series which is generated
due to a disaggregating procedure for SLPs. The introduced procedure allows
the generation of realistic demand time series which are used in the simulation
of the city district energy system.
The gained simulation results allow the assessment of the load shaping perfor-
mance of the algorithms under realistic conditions and allows the investigation
of the sources for deviations. The results show that the coordination algorithms
introduced in Chapter 3 can achieve also in a realistic environment, here the
introduced city district model, significant reduction of peak power.
6.2 Future work
The decentralized coordination algorithms introduced in Chapter 3 suppose
that the individual entities, here BESs are organized in a ring network. Here,
further organizational structures of the individual entities could be investigated.
For example, the undirected information exchange only with neighboring agents
or also a broadcast to all agents within a cluster. As the coordination algorithms
rely heavily on the communication network, it would be worth to investigate the
impact of the behavior of a real communication network on the performance
of the algorithms. Furthermore, the behavior of the communication network
imposes also new considerations on the algorithms, like the handling of delayed
or lost messages.
The results of the performed analyses show that the load shaping performance
of clusters of BESs does not increase significantly after a certain size has been
reached. As a larger number of BESs in a cluster induces a exponentially higher
computational load or higher communication overhead, a large set of BESs
could be split into several clusters. Thus, it could be interesting to investigate
clustering criteria in order to establish clusters which are as small as possible
but still able to achieve a good load shaping performance.
The analysis of the scalability of the simulation platform MESCOS revealed
that the used RTI would be the first bottleneck for the simulation of large scale
scenarios involving several thousand BESs. In order to overcome the bottleneck
which is related to the used client-server architecture, the scenario would have
to be split in several partitions. A procedure for the partitioning has to be
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defined so that the data exchange between the resulting partitions would be
reduced. Furthermore, the simulation of district heating systems as well as gas
networks would have to be integrated. Finally, in order to analyze the impact of
the communication network, a network simulator would have to be integrated
in the simulation platform.
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